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INGMAR BERGMAN'S
CRlESAND
WHLSPERS
, Friday .. 7:30
Sunday' .. i:30 & 6:00
At The Door
Studen~$ w/photo ID:, ,Nop sl1;1dem:l
SUJO single. featur<!. " S2~OOStngle fearure • '/0;..
SI.50 double feature ' S2.50 double feal\U"e: ,'"
Or one Ticket Booklet Ticket
The ticket booklet is available at the
S.U.B.lnfoCenteroratthedoorofthe -'
movie and has ten tickets- each good
for ten single or double fea=es.
More than one person can share a ticket
booklet, and ~ets ~e Rood for both . . Stu,/"m Pro 'r"m, 1Jo.J"
the fall and spnng.movie features. The The Student Programs Board is always
price is 55 for students with photo ID. : ready for new members. If you're
510 for non students. I interested, caU 385-3297.
. Bro~dway Ave. . Just 2 blocks from Bronco Stadium
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$II,OOO-(rom the Senate for next year, with
$9,500 of that total for the salaries of
intramural personnel. The' FAB recom-
mended, and the Senate approved, $4,500
for salaries. Vaughn told the senators the
decreased financial support will seriously
impair the ability of the intramural staff to
offer programs to students.
The Senate voted to authorize a contract
with the University News of $25,000 and 15
issues, rejecting the recommendation of a
joint Senate-News negotiating committee to
contract with the paper for $58,000 and 30
issues. The News negotiating staff
maintains that the paper cannot function
without its total budget allocation.
News Editor Don Barclay, in response. to
the $25,000 figure said, "It is impossible to
operate a business; which is what the
University News is, half a year at a time.
We need to make long-term contracts and
large purchases at the start of the year,
because it's cheaper that way."
"By cutting our budget in half" the
senators will irresponsibly and needlessly
increase the cost of the paper," Barclay
said.
Brad Martin, who will become editor at
the end ofthis semester, said that he was
"very discouraged" by the Senate's action.
"I hope that this is not the' kind of the
rapport that the new Senate wants to
build." Under its appropriation of
$25,000, the Senate would fund the News
for only one semester, subjecting the paper
to review and negotiation with the Senate at
the end of the semester. The $48,000
requested by the News would support the
operating and printing costs of the paper .
The $10,090 legal fund would be
maintained in a separate account for any
legal defense of the paper. The unused
portion of the fund would automatically
divert-to the ASBsurplus account.
Some Senate .members explained their
6-1-0 vote by questioning the popularity of
the University News. Senator Todd Barnes
said he has encountered many constituents
who "do not want the paper." He said the
Senate will give the newspaper and its staff.
"a chance to prove themselves." Former'
Senator Gene Hayes said "99 percent" of
• 'Continued to page 5
ASBSU BUDGET
JOHN REESE
About 200 people attended a "Freeze the Arm~ Race" rally.at the J~lia DavisBand Shell-
Saturday. The rally featured music~l and theatrical p~esentat.lOns against the nuclear arms
race. Speakers include Tim M~Nell of the Snake River Alliance and John Trudell. For
more on the MX military, see pages 10 and J 1. . John Reese
DOWNTOWN HOPE
BOISE'S NAZIS LAURIE JOHNSTON . The Legislature got involved as early as1965, by providing the· city with the
authority to create the BRA, which could
The'fate of a 16.4 acre parcel of land apply to the federal government for
Well, this year the meeting was held. that has had Boiseans squabbling for over funding under urban renewal regulations -.
Butler went orr to describe how the Jewish 16.4 years may finally come to pass. At a With a project approved in 1969 which
The hall was empty and quiet at 2 p.m, people dominate and control the press. He meeting of. the .Boise Redevelopment would keep a downtown shopping center
The only people present at that time were clarified his view by saying, " ... they tell me Agency (BRA) and Winmar, Boise's dominant in the marketing area, the BRA
the building owner and Sgt. Richardson of that for every ounce of ink we print on our downtown redevelopers last week, an began. what would. become a decade-long.
the Boise Police department Richardson paper, they will print '100;000 tons against agreement was reached which w~ll allow quest for the right developer. The first two
said he was checking for ticking shoe boxes us... " Winmar an actual groundbreaking, un- came and went quickly. Dayton-Hudson
and any suspicious looking characters that The next portion of the sermon was ceremonious though it may be. was signed -up and stayed for five years.
might be lurking about.', . devoted to "filthy preachers." Those Excavation around the old Alexander During that time, Dayton-Hudsonpinned
At that time the hall seemed quite preachers which espouse brotherhood building . will determine whether the all of its plans on J. C. Penney committing
innocent. It had not been easy to find out regardless of race. . . . foundation will tolerate the incorporation as the cornerstone of the marketplace. The
where the Church of Jesus. Christ of the Butler discussed the topic of aliens in the of the historic building into the current day after J. C. Penney finally said no, in
Aryan Nation was going to asse~bl~. The U;S., citing figures of "3000 per week" downtown plan. This physical start of the, 1977, Dayton-Hudson pulled out of the
Boise Police Department had indicated entering. the U.S. and said that aliens' construction gives Winmar the distinction project. ..'
earlier that day that because the nee-Nazis "mongolize" the white race in America. of being the obly Boise. downtown Since then, Winmar, a Seattle based
were' a paranoid group, it was seldom Also, that" ... only blacks and aliens have redeveloper so far to progress to this-stage, 'group with Boise partners, Oppenheimer
public knowledge as to where they would sovereignty in America ... " Winmar is the fourth redeveloper to be' Development Corporation, Broadbent
meet or at what time. L~ter .: during his sermon he stated, "I . involved inthe saga of downtown Boise Development Company and Futura
By 9:30 p.m, at 3829 Cassia in Boise, all was a veteran of the wars andl wish Iwas redevelopment, which now spans three Industries has withstood both the attempts
participants were present. There were three on the other side (the German side in decades. According to Vern Moore, by competition to replace them and the
kinds of people: Nazis, press and security, .. .. h spokesman for the BRA, the germ of. disapproval of concerned citizens. When
There were about 30 Nazis, five to seven WWI~).l was part and parce! of the Jewis Boise's redevelopment plan came in late its first plan emerged ill late 1978, Boise
security officers and two or three press ~~~:~:~~st~a~~~~~'~ the white race off the 1963, when large portions of the central citizens protested strongly enough to
People "'d f . . h t d fJ . tho business district were deteriorating. "Th!. is instigateuset of.' town meetings. Oneh· d . al and everyone wasASI e rom espousing are 0 ewsvn e f hT e moo was casu . . Ary al h di lik II h discouraged the better businesses . rom meeting. reviewed the Winmar plan and t e
.cializ ing while waiting-for Aryan Nation.". ans . SQsay. t. ey . ISI e a ot er races putting any. money' into upgrading and other. allowed the competitive redevopmentso .'. . '. . .. that aren't white. They say their claim to
leaTdherRChICharhdButl.ertboe·gspeakanw.:Ith a hymm.. " superiority is based on .their interpretation rel11odeling,"Jv!oore swd. .'. company, Boise Now, to present itse urc serVice . f' t' B'br Itt Consequently, more and more. down-. alternative plan, which made use of nearly
"0 Glorious Victory .. followed by prayer. o. cer am .1 Ica. ex. s. . I towri businesses turned to suburban malls all of Boise's historic buildings, in a
Bu'tler was introduc~ and. h.e immediatly . The JIl~etmg ended m th.e same manne~ t . 1 .. • . .
k f hi st last' year for po.ssessing a began--Wlth Butler..shoutmg ...Butler SaI~, . like Vista Village and Hillcrest Paza. park.likesetting.. .spo eo s arre .. t· b e Will Concern grew as the downtown tax base ~Reacting .. to . this pulUic disapproval,.
concealed handgun at the Red Lion Inn....e.ven ~ we !De7 noW;.-.e surew "0 .dele.n.·or.ated,.'ll:avmg· the down..towo·.nQ. 'W. inm..ar, ._.in. ear,l.y·. 1979, appointed a
A'd' . t' .·Butler .. .a few. telephone .meetagam •.•thls IS a battl.e for earth. . hccor mg 0 ,. ... . .' Af .• th "Battl Hyrn'n' of the long'erb.eanng·.. its.sh.areofthetax,bW'. den,. citize.05. 'advisory committee. whic·. m.etcalls' .·and.·a" lilt'le: Je'w· by the ..name ·.of.. '. ter s.mg"mg e· . e· '... . . , th
It bl th A congregation stood Moqre -said. ' .. '.' . weekly for ~everal'monthsto come UPWi'
Richard Mauer, a little pimply kike, ~.uld· . epu I~,. . e ,r~~ h' .... .. fi' . .. In..•...1 964... , fl..IV. e..bQsinesses. got tog.ether. t.o tho.1: goaisand concepts, 90 percent pfwhich
call u a State.. Departin~nt em..' ~l,?yee by the ,.m;td..rmsedthelf fig t ~ms, mgers .. .. • M h '. b' t" • t
n'am'ePofDenise.Ed. wards.. an.d.. :ha.veher ..call.. o~etched, ..and dCC!ared,.,~...al:l. Victory, , form an'·interested comnilttec. '. ~re ave since ... cen mcorpora e~m 0
..... , '. . I of'mo' re.plmnly.kikesand th""'", Hait.. . 'VictOry.Jtall V.lctO{Y..' In.:O ~.. . ~,.bU$inessesquiclcly joined togenerate.a Winmiu-,'srevised plan, ~ding to Vern'
f .1~::~~=ut~~~i~t~:'~e~~:ab~t~O~f~.~~.~ .;.;;~..~.to~·a;'~m;·eeti;.•.~·PI~~.~,7~'!::~.'=='~this::,,~"tranSI='==' .=at=es~,..;;as#.#,~".~ZleI~.:,~...=ltie1~.. ~.'=:~'::'.=:,~=#::.~.: :::=='=~#O=V=~=,"";'~;~" t~.:~=~=.rCVl==·.~tJI::.~lzer=.=th::.=~.=Bo=' .iSe:=.~to :re;. ;:81'ea.=:;"#:'::: '=.' ==:#. :###::··.::e,=.,C::On=.. ~~i;::,~~::..=/ O::JKI.~.~.,::e=.s=.~~
.. ~: •... J.!
MARIANNE FLAGG
In its last official act of the year, the
AS's Senate yesterday approved a 1981-82
ASBSU budget of $253,229.50; a figure
-:which falls $32,770.50 short of the
Financial Advisory Board's recommended
$286,000. In allocating student money for
the next year, the Senate did not include a
. portion of the money it allocated to the
University News, funds to cover the costs
incurred in the News lawsuit, and surplus
monies, according to Senator Helen Holt.
The budget -approved .by this year's
outgoing Senate may be accepted, revised,
or rejected by. the incoming Senate. The
new Senate was sworn in following the
adjournment of this year's Senate. Helen
Holt, Todd Barnes, Mike LaTour, and
Burt Worrell will continue to hold seats in
the new Senate. LaTour and Worrell are
expected to resign their positions within the
next few weeks because they will not be
attending BSU next year, Holt said. Gene
Hayes, Bev Nichol, Debbi Brooks, Mike
Mead, and Kay Kemp have completed their
terms in the legislative body.
KBSU's budget was altered slightly when
the Senate voted to remove the general
manager's $9,600 salary from the service
award budget and place it in the category of
"Unique Expenses" under the operating
expenses portion of the KBSU budget.
Unique expenses in the KBSU budget also
include the one-time cost of a transmitter
and legal and engineering costs. The salary .
shift does not represent a real increase in
the overall KBSU budget.. KBSU's total
budget for the upcoming year is $49,050; its
budget for operating expenditures comes to
$36,550 (including. the general manager's
salary); the advertising, promotional and
travel budget is $2,500; capital expenses
total $10,000.
The Recreation Board budget of $16,640
approved by the Senate is $570 smaller
than it was for this year. The intra-
mural program financed through. the
board suffered a sharp decrease in the'
amount of funding it will receive. Last
year's intramural budget was $10,000; this
year's is $6,300. Ross Vaughn, intramural
and recreational director, said he requested
'I
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SUBSCmPTIONS
Dear Beth: '
Ifeel it isnecessaryforme to reply to the
letter which, I received .frorn you today
regarding the position that the Senate took
on the University News contract.
It is my understanding that the senators
and the' Vice President are responsible to
their constituents at Boise State and that we
should base our decisions on their input I
feel that it.is my duty to make the decision
that best, represents them and not the office
of the Vice-President! .,
In regard to the Negotiating Committee,
in which you were involved, I feel that you
(the Committee) did your job, but we as
senators are not bound to accept the
Committee's suggestions. However, I do
feel that, had you attended anyone of the
two caucus meetings in which the Senate
discussed' the University News
contract, you might havevbeen better
informed asto our feelings. '
I, as a Senator, do understand that it is
important to maintain integrity in the
Senate, but. also we must remember that
we represent the students. Therefore, I
cannot accept your view on the
University- News, and as to -who
should be reprimanded, I think it would be
wise to check your own tracks first!
Sincerely,
- Todd Barnes
Senator, School
of Education
2, Beth Young's statement, a.bout
HOll,1ccomingbeing the only Alum!1I/~tu-
dent function surprises me.' You wtl! [1!1d
listed below some of .the student acnvtnes
and functions of the Alumni Office:
Homecoming, Academic Awards Banquet
(The Assoclation spent over $1;500.00 on
the Academic Awards Banquet alone and
paid, for all student and faculty d~nners).
Alumni/University Club Scholarship Pro-
gram. Family Day, commencement. 5~th
Anniversity ,Committee, Alumm Ass~la-
tion Board of Directors (Sally Thomas ISa
Dir~ctor) Student Union Board of
GovernlJrs', Outreach Program (To inform
future students and parents .about
BSU),Student Recognition Banq~et,Four
work-study students are assigned to'
-part-time work in the Alumni Office, Job
Placement support, A great deal of daily
interaction with students and student
groups involving various matters. •
3. The Pavilion pledge is an Alumni
"Association" obligation. Not an Alumni
Offi'ce budget item. - ,
4. The $1.50Jee increase is not needed
to hire a Records Secretary. the present
'$1.00 is now used to fund a secretary
position with the balance of approximate
$1,700 plus used for operating expenses for
the office.
Don, I appreciate your interest in the
Alumni program; just thought you would
want clarification on these items. Please
call anytime for additional information you
may need.
failJreto fund the paper wiII not result in
lower fees '.for 'students':', Students .will be
paying the same amount in ASH fees as
they did la~t year, but they might not be
.getting a' newspaper for their money, if
things don't change. .It is quite likely that
the money that, once went to the paper will
be squandered away on trivia. '
The reason for not funding, the paper is
not because of any shortage of student
funds; the money is there. The paper is not
being funded becausecertain.members of
the senate have personal grudges against
this paper due to the fact that the paper has
written some hard, .but true, things about
them-for which they have taken some well
deserved flack. The senators also seem to
feel that the paper has not done enough to
make them look good in the eyes of the
student population. Senators are elected by
small fragments of the total student
population (some senators receive less than
fifty votes) yet they claim, to know better
than anybody what the students at Boise
State want. I think that the senators know
only what they want, if that.
You may not like The News, or parts of
it. I too, don't like everything about The
News. However, my colleagues in student
journalism, professional journalists, and
lots of students have told me over' the last
semester that they like The News very
much. I too, like The News very much. The
purpose of a newspaper is not to be loved:
it should provoke you, educate you,
entertain you,' aIld make you mad as hell
sometimes. I think The News has done all
that. Without a paper next year, the student
government of Boise State will have a free
reign to act unchecked. There will be no
watchdog to inform the students when the
senate has gone over the line or if the
president is doing something questionable.
If that happens, Boise State will be a worse
place for everyone. Sincerely,
,Donald A. Barclay,
Student who happens
to be an editor.
~,;S. .lhope the new senators have the
Wisdom to fund the paperfor next year. I
believe they do and will.
RELAX
Get, a full year of The University News
for $3, delivered to your door by an agent
f the U.S. government to boot. Allow
at agent two days to a week to deliver
e News.l91O University Dr. Boise 10,
3725
ALUMNI Assoc.
Thanks,
J .M. "Dyke" Nally
Executive DirectorNo GNU,?umni Association
Letter from the editor,
I am writing in- the letters column this
vieek because I feel that I am not writing
this as an editor,but as a student. Iam very,
concerned that a few members of- the
student, senate have taken it, upon
themselves to inadequately fund the student
newspaper at Boise State next year. This
I noticed a couple of things in your
article "Alums Seek Funds" that need
clarified. Sometimes in 'phone conversa-
tions the facts can get twisted.
1. The fee increase we are seeking is not
intended to be used for "Alumni
Association" activities, but.rather, for BSU
Alumni Office operating needs. (The
Alumni Association is a separate entity- a
non-profit corporation separate from the
Alumni Office.)
ICONFESS
385--1464
. . . . . NEWS . -..... - -
. . . "
POLICE STORY
MEGFEREDAY
;, ....,:..: ..... , ...
. -. .
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the people he has spoken with have negative
feelings about the paper. "I just spoke
with four people yesterday who say they
think it is worthless." . '
. Senator Helen Holt, the only senator to
vote against the proposal, motioned to have
the funding issue tabled until the new
Senate convenes. The motion failed. She
later motioned to authorize a News con-
tract of $50,000 for 30 issues. The motion
was not seconded. Holt said, the Senate
voted the way it <lid because "some of the
senators feel it (the paper) is worthless."
She, said she voted against .the smaller
funding figure because she has seen "many
good signs-from the paper. I think we can
work together."
The Senate voted to allocate $3,500 from.
surplus money to cover the existing News
legal fees from the Shepard lawsuit.
The remainder of the ASB budget
received funding as' recommended by the
FAB: the Student Programs Board,
$57,850; Theatre Arts, $11,500; Adminis-
tration, 24,956; Service Awards,
$38,923.50; Election Board, $3,000;
National Student Exchange, $1,400; ASB
Loan Fund $4,000; BSU Day Care Center.
,$5,705; Residential Housing Association,
$700; BSU Chess Club, $20; Tau Kappa
Epsilon, $725; Idaho Fretted Instrument
Society, $550; Associated Students of
Idaho, $600.
.Continued/rom page 3 ,
Moore. Though the revised plan does
include many of Boise's historic buildings,
the exclusion of the Eastman Building
because it is structurally unsound has led to
a court case against the BRA.
Because the Eastman Building is on the
National Register of Historic Buildings and
some believe it can be, preserved,' the
Preservation Coalition, a local group, took
the BRA to court to . challenge its
demolition. The BRA won the first round
in the Idaho court,. but the case has since
been appealed and currently sits in the
United States 9th District" Court of
Appeals, where three years is.a normal
waiting period for a hearing.
Another local developer, Winston Moore
has suggested the possibility of moving the
building to the 8th Street Marketplace, but
that plan is currently in limbo.
Aside from the slowdown caused by the
Eastman, the only ,other factor blocking
construction is the signing of a major
department store to the project. Though
the economic state of the nation has not
·helped in securing. a commitment from a
major department store to invest at high
interest rates in the Boise project, the BRA
expects that this problem will be overcome
According to Vern Moore "We expect to be
able to start construction later this'
year." '
A court case could be brought against the
Boise City Police as the outcome of the'
arrest of BSU student Steve. Kimes. Kimes,
arrested on the charge of battery of a police
officer, says that the charge is "a lie" and
that if he is found innocent of the charge,
he will bring a law suit against the Boise
City Police.
On March 21, Kimes said he was cooking
breakfast for a friend at 1:30 A.M. in his
3rd floor apartment, located' in downtown
. when they heard a knock at the door.
Kimes said he yelled, "Come in." Two
Boise City Policemen, Resource Officer
Doug Stittsworth and Officer William
Kirkpatrick walked in. Kimes said they told
him the radio was too loud and to turn it
down, which his friend did immediately.
Kimes said he then asked the officers if
there was any further purpose to their visit.
According to Kimes, Kirkpatrick said, "Let.
me see your I.D.'s". Kimes saiu thatthey
showed the officers their I.D.'s and then
Kimes again requested that the officers get
out if they had no further business there.
Kimes said Kirkpatrick left, and was
waiting in the corridor of the apartment
building, while he was shutting the door
Atthat point Kirkpatrick shouted from
the corridor: "Did he hit you, Doug?"
Stittsworth answered, "yes" Kimes said.
Accordingto Kimes, Officer Kirkpatrick
then came back to the apartment, took
Kimes, put him up against the neighbor's
, apartment door, and handcuffed him.
Then, he' said, the two officers led him
down the stairs and took him to the Police
Department where he was booked for a
charge of batteryof a police officer, with a
penalty of $300 and/or up to six months in
jail.
behind O.tJicer Stitsworth.
Kimes said that his hand "brushed" the
arm of Stittsworth. "I was just shutting the
door behind hirn--my hand was raised to
close the door in a non-threatening
manner--my : hand was open when it
accidently brushed his left arm in doing
so.."
Officer Stittsworth, who filed and signed
the battery charge, said last Tuesday that he
was struck by Kimes. He had no further
comment until the case 'Comes up in court.
Kimes was released from jail on a $50
bail bond, a fee he said he wants to regain
at least by the possible law suit he plans to
file against the Boise City Police if found
innocent of the charge.
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SAME OLD.DISPUTE
BUD HUMPHREY
Hail' senate: We who are about to graduate salute you. " '
Oh Lord, another editorial about the student seriate and its ongoing dispute with the
News? .We 'were supposed to bury the hatchet and deal with OI\e another rationally, not
engage In more petty attacks and counterattacks. Why another editorial?
At the risk of sounding corny, there are portents unhealthy fora little docuinent known as
the First ~endment at the heart of the argument. As important as that is, though,there is
a deeper Issue. .Many of the senators, and many of those to whom they report they've
talked, dislike the News or have "negative comments" about the paper.
No kidding! I 'have negative, comments about the paper myself, even having been
involved with itfor over five years. More to the point, I have negative comments about the
Statesman, even a general distaste for many of its editoral choices (I wince when the results
of the state A-I basketball tourney half a state away are plastered over thefront page of the
sports secti0J.1'while the BSU gymnastics team's victory in regional competition, qualifying
them for a high seed in the national meet, and a women's track meet resulting in national
qualifying times are buried on page 7, etc., ad nauseam). ,
It's a newspaper, though, and as such has the privilege and duty to make those choices as
to what it considers is and isn't news. The market is the only feedback mechanism it needs
to verify, in the final run, whether it meets the reader's needs as a newspaper. Besides that, I
read it, and it's valuable as a source of information.
,In the five years I'vebeen involved in paper-senate politics, though, the senate has more
often than not tried to set itself up as judge of what the paper should or shouldn't print, and
how. The enforcement mechanism is the subscription fee that the senatenegotiates annually
with the paper. If I wanted to discuss petty attacks, I'd do it here, but that's not the point.
So, senators, you want an A.S.B.S.U.newsletter instead of a marketplace of ideas? You
have your own hard and fast opinions as to what is in the interest of "the students"
concerning their newspaper? Fine. I don't give a hang; I'm graduating. 'But a newspaper's
worth is not judged by whether it's liked-rather by whether it's read. Just see if you can get
ten thousand weekly copies of an A.S.B.S.U. newsletter picked up from the newsstands.
Internship,
Openings
Three Internsl:llps
are open and
available to an BSU
students Interr>::ted
In working for Ie
ASBSUthls
summer. Inte ,IS
-wlll'research 3, _
the following:
1) Thesaleofbaer
and wine on campus.
This would Include
the feasibility of
starting a pub In the
Student Union
Building. Also, to '
research the Alcohol
Awareness
programs on .
campuses Inall fifty
states to obtain the
most effective
program for Boise
State.
2) Concentrate on
offering goods
and/or In a business
type setting, such as
a student-run,
owned, and operated
co-op for such things
as foqd, books,
housing, c;,~a sec-
ond-run movie house.
3) The Incorpora-
tion of the ASB as
an Independent,
self-supporting,
Income-generatlng,
legally Incorporated
organl~lon. Re-
searchls need to as-
certain the impact
such Incorporation
would have.
The ASBSUIs
accepting
applications today~
Any Interested '
student8 shOuld
,apply at the ASBSU
student offices on
the 2nd floOr of the
SU~orcall.1+1O
for.morelnforma-,
THEHAIG ,DOCTRINE
ARTHUR HOPPE
General Haig's attempts to ~isting\lish between '.'authoritarian". and "totalitarian"
regimes in the field of human rightshas caused considerable confusion among. dictators
around the world. "
Typical, perhaps, was -the confrontation between our U.S. ambassador and our
hitherto-beloved ally, The Ratt of Phynkia, which took place in the Loyal Royal Palace.
"Well, your loan application forms seem to be in order, Ratt," s~d o~r ambassador,
shuffling through a stack of papers. "Here's your Employment Veriflcation Certificate,
three credit references and a list of outstanding debts, which I must say are outstanding."
'''i'm deeply indebted to you," said the Ratt. •
"So I see," said the ambassador. "But I think we can let you have another skeighty-eight
(cq) billion on our E-Z paymenttenns. What do you happen to want it for?"
, "1 need 32 Phantom jets, 16 AWACS, one battleship, 142 flamethrowers and a tankerful
of Mace to 'better the lot of my starving people." '
"A routine request and I'm sure we'Il quickly approve ... Wait a minute! What's this item
on your shopping list? 'One motorized people stretcher,' " ,
"My Chief Torturer's been complaining that our old hand-operated rackwas giving him
tennis elbow,"
"And what about these: 'One remote--controllediron maiden closer,' 'six gross of digital
thumb screws,' 'a laser decapitator module,' and 'a combination microwave-convection
redo-hot poker heater,' " '
"Nothingbut the best for my faithful subjects!'
"Good heavens, Ratt. Didn't you read General Haig's clear-cut distinction between
totalitarian and authoritarian regimes? A totalitarian regime, he said, .employs 'the
resources of modem technology to impose its will on all aspects of a citizen's behavior,' "
"That makes them bad guys?" , "
"That makes them BAD bad guys. (cq) What you want to shoot for.Js being all
authoritarian regime, whicb is one that suffers, General Haig said, 'from a lack of political
and economic development' and therefore uses good, old-fashioned means' of imposing its
will on its citizenry,"
"That makes me a good guy?"
"No, it makes you a GOOD bad guy and thus eligible for membership in the free world
alliance of liberty-loving nations,"
"Oh, I see. The authoritarian regimes are the ones that are on your side,",
"Now you've got it! So just renounce all these new-fangled devices and sign here for
your jet fighters, AWACS and whatnot. Believe me, Ratt, the old ways are the best,"
"Well," said the Ratt with a sigh, "back to the old hand-operated rack," , '
But being a GOOD bad guy, the Ratt personally descended into the Loyal Royal Dungeon
where he patiently explained The Haig Doctrine to the 232 faithful Phynkians hanging by
chains from the walls and detailed whatit would mean to each and everyone of them.
There were sobs of "God Bless America!" and then one and all joined in for a rousing
chorus of "Haig's a Jolly Good Fellow!" Which nobody can deny.
(Copyright Chronicle Publishing Co. 1981)
~.~
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Mickey Rooney stars in "Leave
'Em Laughing" Wednesday,
April 29, at 7 p.m, on ,CBS.
Rooney, portrays Jack Thurn, a
clown who performs in small-time
local performances and raises.
with his wife. abandoned children
throughout his life.
"The Day After Trinity: J.
Robert Oppenheimer, and ,the
Atomic Bomb ...• airing April 29 at
8p.m. on Channel Four, chronicle
the scientific genius and moral
conflicts of the man who led
civilization into the nuclear age.
The MX system with 200
missiles' deployed among 4,600
shelters is programmed to be fully
Qnh·" '·te
TOWN
The Dave Brubeck Quartet will
appear in the SUB Ballrom on
MayA, at 8 p.m, Ticket prices are
$9.50 for general admission, and
$6.50 for B$U students ...Tickets
are available at the SUB Info
Booth, Musicians Pro Shop, OJ's
City of Sound, Westgate Mall and
"':":"""_ .."~', ,. ;, ...."." ........ --- ... , .;.,._ ..... ,.
operational by the end of 1989.
"Battle Born-- MX in Nevada,"
airing April 29 at 10' p.m, on
Channel Four, looks at this $50
billion project and the contro-
versy surrounding it. '
The ,Academy of Country
Music Awards will be aired at 8
p.rn. April 30 on channel 7.
Tammy Wynette, Larry Gatlin.
and Don Meredith will host the
show. '
" "For the Love of Benji" will be
aired on ABC at '1 p.m, May I.
The setting is Athens. arid the
hero is. of course. Benji,
The Andromeda Strain," the
story of an alien microorganism
The 16th annual College of
Idaho'Spring Symposium' will, be
held 9 a.m.s-noon May 1 in Jewett
Auditorium. The theme will be
"Money:The Economy, the Gov-
ernment and You." Economist
George.Rochwillspeak on "The
Private vs,:' Public Sector," and
Barbara Gilder Quint will speak
on "Personal Money Manage-
'ment." Symposium tickets cost
58. Info: 459-5214.
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<~1Tho Boise State 0""" Theater, ~'...--will present an evening of• ~selections from well-known musi-cals and operas Saturday, May 2,
Applications are being accepted Budget Tapes and Records. at 8:15' p.m. in the Boise State
for thetwo Lung Distance Bike University' Music Auditorium.
Treks scheduled for June. All Gordon McRae will be the guest The performance, directed by
bikers are invited to attend an artist at this" year's Boise Victor Chacon. will include
orientationrmeeting, Thursday, ' Philharmonic Pops Concert, An , excerptsfromv'IheKlngand I,!'
May 7,7 p.mvatthe IdahoLung.' Evening;' with Rodgersand"aild"'TheMan'6f-La Marich, "'as '
Assoclation office, 2621 Camas Hammerstein, at9 p.m, May 22 at well as selections from the
Street, Boise. Information, the Fairgrounds. Table seating for 'popular operas "Tosca" and The
applications and fund raising the concert will be 515 and $25 per Consul." and the children's opera
materials will be available at the" person. Tables for 10 may be "Hansel and Gretel." Admission
meeting. purchased for $150. $250. $500 or is free to BSU students and 'staff,
. .' $1,000. Bleacher seats will be $1 to students and senior citizens,
The 11th ~nual BOise River available for $7.50. A 20 percent and $3 to adults.
Raf~ Ra~e wI~1be held May 2. discount is available' for senior
Registranon will be held from 9 to citizens and full-time students.
10:45 a:m. at ~arber Park and the Tickets may be purchased at 300
race Will begin at II a.rn. ,The Main Street. The Club for Wo-
entry fee is $7 for competition in men.
one of the eight categories. Entry
forms are available at' the BSU
Info booth, and the TKE house.
Information: 342-9209.
SAL T LA' KE Don McClain, May I, at the
Civic Auditorium.
REOSpeedwagon, April 30, at ReoSieedwagon;,.May4, atthe
the Salt Palace. Coliseum; ',' '
Don McLean, May 3, at the Salt April Wine, May S,at the
Palace Symphony Hall. ParaJllount. '
Ted Nugent,HurnblePie,May 4, Nazareth, May, 20; ,at the: S Pc 0 "K A, "N
'at the saltPalace.' ' ColiSeUm;' ,,' .' ,',', ' , " ,',','
~O Speed!'i'agOfl~May'j,at the'
o ,R ,or 1.. AND '5, E "A T T' L 'If Colise\llD. . . '.
Qjl;'Ma~2i3.;\~J~~::#~;1t9ria;.;;~~~th,~M~#~;~;,!he.~~;,,:, ~~~~en:£:~~ ',~lj ~,;;:,~~;
that threatens the world, will be
aired on Channel 6 at 12:10 p.m,
on May L '
,Bill Skane; reports' on the
revolutionary new technology of
solar' ponds and their use on
"Electric Ponds: The Solar
Solution," airing May 2 at 2:30
p.rn. on KAID
A o
KBSU will hold a benefit
Sunday May 3 at 9 p.mrat Gentle
Ben's in Garden City. Gentle Ben
and the Kip Attaway Band will
provide music.
KBSU's "Soul Express," Wed-
nesdays at 7 p.m .•
• "The Philadelphia Story": will
be performed through May 2at
8:25 p.m. in' the BSU' Subal
Theatre. This comedy about.high
society romance is directed by
"Fred Norman. General admission
is $3.50, students and senior
citizens $1.50.:
William Belk, former Iranian
hostage, will speak in the SUB
Ballroom May 1 at Sp.m. ,Tickets
are $5 for general admission and
$2 for BSU students. Tickets are
available at the SUB Info booth,
Idaho Books, and Dunkley
Music ..
Parlament ; April 29, at the
Paramount.,
Rodney Dangerfield, May, 1; at
the Paramount.. '
REO Speedwagon, May 2, at the
Coliseum.' "
April, Wine, May 9, at ttie
Paramount. .
Van .Halen~ June 5,at the
Coliseum;
.. '~,
I
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.•. Persons interested in partici-
pating in. Boise State's Studies
Abroad Program next year should
contact Dr. Penny Schoonover, at
385-3508 or in Room 212 of the
Liberal Arts Building. The
Studies Abroad program offers
students unmatched opportunities
to travel, live, and study abroad at
affordable prices ..,
... There will be .a trip to the
Shakespeare Festival in Ashland
Oregon from Friday, June 12-
Monday, June 15 (4 days and 3
nights). The cost of $80 includes
transportation, lodging, back-
. stage tour, and tickets to Henry
IV. Part I, and Two Gentlemen
of Verona. Registration is April 6
to May 15 at the Students
Activities Office on the 2nd floor
of the SUB. Trip open to BSU
Students and spouses only. No
children. Price doesn't include
meals ...
... The Student Programs Board
presents William. Belk, former
Iranian Hostage, in a lecture on
May 1, 1981 at 8:00 p.m. in the
Student Union Ballroom ...
For summer and
next vearc pe.uugs
in research.writing].
graphic design,
photography, and
business
The University
NEWS
Znd- Floor SUB
... The Greeks of BSU present the
2nd Annual Moonlight In The
Park on May 2nd, 10a.m. to 10
. p.m. at BlIrber Park. Moonlight
features The Kip Attaway Band
and The Tri Cycle 3000. All ticket
will be sold in advance at the SUB
Info Booth or call 385-1918 ...
... The Boise State .University
Department of Theatre Arts is
presenting The Phi delphia
Story, a romantic y by
Philip Barry. S will be
continuing throu ay 2nd. All
shows are in~ ubal Theatre
and W1~'" be rnst8:15 p.m. Box
office 'April 21, for
reservaa call 385-1462, from
3-6 p, Reservations will be
honored until 8 p.m, on the night
of the show. Tickets are $1.50 for
students and senior citizens, $3.50
for general admission ... ·
.. .Ingmar Bergman's film classic
Criesand Whisperswill be shown
in the Ada lounge of the Student·
Union Building this week. Show-
time are 7 p.m, on Friday, May I,
and 1:30 p.m, and 6 p.m, on
Sunday, May 3rd. Cries and
Whispersis being presented by the'
Student Programs Board of Boise
State ...
'" The School of Health Sciences
will present Four Persons In
Danger of Death, a presentation
of questions of medical ethics by
Albert R. Jonsen, Ph.D: May I,
1981 at 3 p.m.: in Room E-II2 of
the Educational Building of Boise
State. Open to students, faculty,
and the public at no charge ...
.:.The Communications Guild
Seminar, "Careers in Communi-
cation," will be held on Saturday,'
May 2.. The seminar is for anyone
interested in a career in' any
. communication field. Contact
Arnie Skov at the B.S.U. Art
Department, or call Elanor
Vonberg at 376-5007 ...
I I
... TKEAnnual Raft Race will be
held May 2, from 11 a.m. to 3 .
p.m. The Race begins at Barber
Bridge and ends at the Pavilion at
Ann Morrison Park. All rafts and
riders must be at Barber Bridge no
later than 10:45 a.m, the morning
of the race ...
... All pre-registered students
should pick up a copy of your Fall
1981 class schedule in the
Registrar's Office in Admin, 102.
April29 and April 30 from 8 a.m.
to 7 p.m., and May I from 8 a.m.
to .5 p.m, Those students not
receiving a full schedule and fewer
that 15 credit hours will be eligible
to add classes at this time.r,
... The LOS Institute will present
Dance and Company on May I
and 2 at 7:30 p.m. in the BSU
Special Events Center. There will
be dances from around the
world ...
... There will be a Mother's Day
ERA Rally on Sunday, May 10th,
from noon-S p.m. in Boise
Municiple Park. There will be a
potluck picnic (bring a dish and
table service), speakers, games,
and social... ... Artists and Craftspeople
are invited to participate in the
Saturday Market at 6th and Main .
The marketwill be held from May
2nd through September on the
first Saturday of each month.
The market will feature art and
craft booths, food vendors, and
theatre arts displays. Call
345-1029 or 336-3133 for informa-
tion ...
. ..A faculty lecture Running As A
Method of ObtainingFitness, will
be presented by Basil Dahlstrom,
in the Boisean Lounge of the SUB
on Wednesday, April 29, at 8:15
p.m ....
·SUMMER·1981
INTERNSHIPS
.. Student~ lnterested fn working fn a [ustice or
sOC:I~I.servlce agency this summer semester while
gaining six hours of upper dlvlslorrcredlt should Contact
Bob Marsh (385-3243) or Ted Hopfenbeck (38-5-3249)
or come by L218. . . . .
Placements, are available wlth: enforcement
ag~ncies, '.public .. gefe~,d~r's .,'offf~s, . prosecutor's
offlces, court adm~mstratlonofflces, .luvenlle detention
facilities, probation and parole, prisons, halfway
house~,) community tr~~r'fIent centers, plannfng
agencies"and shelter facilities at the local and state
. 'levels.. ..' ,
, 'PlaCements' are generally available' throughout the
Northwest. " .,' ..... ' ,
FOREIGN CAR PARTS
ACCISSO.'U roo,
PMTI FOR • I.U04 • AumN HEAJ.£Y ••. M.W.• CAPRI
• DATSUN. RAT .• HONDA. MERCED£$·BEHZ • MO • Of'EL
• P1HTO • I'ORSCHE • TOyOTA. TRIUMPH. VOlVO'
• VOlKSWAGEN
... Boise Little Theater will present
The Time of Your Life on May
IS, 16& 19-23. The Time of Your
Life was written by William
Saroyan and will be directed by
John Eliot. 'Student Night is
Tuesday, May 19. Box office
opens May II. Call 3.42-5104 for
reservations ...
•
Introductions Are My Pleasure!
:.;~:~~Gem State Singles . .',
'~. Legitimate Referral Service .. ~
"',h~ I. 'mi'h p.o. Bo' 6944 Bo;,o,!doho 83707
[ust a /'/WIIl' ('(II/ (l/my -:l75-7432 - :175·S:HJ6
Paid Positions 0 en
The Uni~erslty
NEWS 385-1464
,Stud'ent ~
Discounts Available.. '.Imparts Inc.
1576 GROVE,~~'tl ON THE CORNER OF 16TH & GROVEA HOURS 8 AM TO 5:30 MON-FRI 8:30 AM
"'~",~:.l-.- ' T_ll_l~N_do_N:--SA_TU_RD_A_y ...:-_:ii:_·__ ="""_.~
338-0258
Ads.~. . (J)
~&:n 'You dVeed e50nuthing
e5peciaL'ComeClo a 2>'pe.cia{c::=')tO'l.e '
-:Student .f])ticounh
{dvot on d,'c.paiu/
I
JOE BALDASSARRE·
(BSUMus~c Prof.) I
PERFORMING
THE'.
JIiiIIlI'Ia:~BEST
NEW & OLD
MUSIC
~atGrampa Mayer,s
Fri.& Sat. May' 1& 2
',' ..
L o C
For the safety of .passengers
getting on and off Boise Urban
Stages' buses along University
Blvd. and Lincoln, Boise City will
issue parking citations for parking
in bus stop loading zones.
All passenger loading zones
have bus stop signs. 'Some stops
are not marked with the yellow,
"no parking" curb, but B.U.S.
officials said that even those
without the yellow curb are "no
parking" zones.
University students and visitors
should observe the bus stop "no
parking" zone to. prevent. serious
injury .to riders who must board
and disembark in the traffic lane
because vehicles are parked in the
curb-side zone.
Boise City will issue citations
beginning, April 23.
. James T. Walker, Nampa, a
construction management major
at Boise State University, is one of
44 undergraduates across the
country selected 10 receive a
scholarship from the Associated
General Contractors' Education
and Research Foundation.
Walker, a 1976 graduate of
Nampa High School mid a junior
at BSU will receive $1500 per
Year.
Recipients are selected on
academic performance, extra-
curricular activities, and financial
need. '
Dr. Albert R. Jonsen,Profes-.
sor of Bioethics at the University
of California at San Francisco
School of Medicine, and a
recognized leader in the field of
medical ethics, will speak in the
Boise area Friday, May 1.
"Four Persons in Danger of
Death" will be the title of his
lecture to be given at Boise State
University at 3 p.m. in room 112
of the Education Building. The
public is, invited to attend at no
charge. .
Coors Distributing Co., with
the BSU Student Programs Board
will sponsor the 1981 Spring Fling
Week beginning April 30.
The week will begin with a coed
volleyball tournament Thursday,
followed by a mixed doubles
tennis tournament Friday and a
golf tournament on Saturday,
There will be a barbeque and an
awards presentation with' Coors
beer available for all participants
following the .golf tournament.
All interested persons -maysign
up at the Student Union informa-
tion booth.
The pairings and times for each
event will be posted at the
information booth the day before
the event.
The economic and political
impact of the Northwest Energy
Bill, the Sagebrush Rebillion, and
the growing competition for water
in the Northwest are just a few of
the' current resource issues that
will be raised when some of the
nation's leading economists and
resource specialists meet in Boise
for the d5th Annual Pacific'
Northwest Regional' Economic
Conference April 3D-May 2. .
"Resource Allocation: , Con-
flict in Use" will be the theme of
the three-day conference which
will feature seven keynote ad-
dresses will be given during special
plenary sessions that ,wilt be
scheduled separately, throughout
the conference. " , '"
AlI,sessions', will be 'held at the
Re4MQIJ~,Rj,'t..q~tq~.~~-;,:~~{- ".c. '"'
"" • ,.•-'.".0;;::" .-.
"
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"From the beginning, he was a symbol ofthe crisis,
an anonymous, blindfolded victim being taunted by an
enraged Inanian mob soon after militants' seized the'
U.S. Embassy. During 'the next 14Y2 months, his
picture was published again and again as emblematic of
the ordeal of all the American hostages. The blindfold
was finallvlifted, and he was identified by friends and
relatives as William Earl Belk." (Newsweek, Jan. 81)
Your safety and the ~fety of
bus passengers Is at stake when
passengers must get on and off
buses In. the traffic lanes. along
University Blvd. and Lincoln
Avenue.
Boise City and .BOise Urban'
Stages urge university students
and visitors to' observe the bus
stop "no .parking" zone, even
though some bus stops are not
marked wi'th a yellow "no
parking" curb. ,
To prevent serious Injury, Boise
City will issue parking citations,
,beginning Thursday, April 23, for
parking in bus stop loading zones.
Pleaseobserve the bus stop "no
parking" zone. It's a matter of
safety for everyone.
.i '
+
I
I
; ,
I
336-1010
Belk will share his experience with the citizens of the
State of Idaho in an exclusive lecture May 1, 1981, at
8:00 PM in the Student Union Ballroom at Boise State
Universitv. Tickets go on sale April 13. Prices are
$5.00 for general admission and $2.00 for Boise State
full-time students. Forfurther information ontickets, or
additional appearances, contact Student Programs
Board at BSU, 385-3654.
BOISE URBAN STAGESLecture committee
TRY IT • • • LIKE IT. •
OR· BRING IT BACK!
•
SHERBS TI-I.ESKlU-
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SD 38-137
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.The'Only .RecordandTape~~SThat.of'e.r,Guaranteed,G~atM"ic
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TheMuslcWorks.
,;,.lrYlew at Five Mile .lid e ,
·377-0320
The Muslc'Works
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HE CONTROVERSY SURROUND-
INO the MX (Missile Experi-
mental) missile' system is
. growing daily; and willi, key
decisions yet to be made, there is pertinent
data still to be submitted. To sum up the
physical dimensions, according to MX:- An
ICBM Pr iner:
The MX is a land-bilsedlCBM
(Intercontinental Ballistic Missile), that
is currently under development by the
Air Force. Two hundred missiles will
be placed in 200 different locations.
Each location would have a cluster of '
23 reinforcCd concrete shelters spaced
approximately one mile apart, con-
nected by a 27·foot wide gravel road.
There would be a -total of 4,600
shelters. . .
Remember, it is important to' distinguish a
shelter from a site: a shelter will contain
either a dummy or live missile, a site will
contain 23 shelters, one mile apart.
.j
1
Soviet Navy has developed to the point that
the Soviets could put two subs on everyone
sub the U.S. could launch.
[
$t:
to
1,
M X LOCATION
WHY THE M X ?
; HERB THIlSB 4,600 shelters Will
. be located is a crucial but un-
determined factor; The
primary choices at this point
are:Utah/Nevada and Texas/New Mexico •
There . is the option to .put half the
missiles in 'the former and the ether half
in the latter; but of these two proposed
sites, UtahINevada has been considered the
best. An interesting current development is
that the appropriations for MX have been
approved but, ."the report is worded in
such a way that the funds cannot be spent
Until site location has been determined, "
said John Haddow, legislative aide to Sen.
Orrin Hatch, R-Utah.
HOW THE MX WILL BE DEPLOYED
HERB [S A CONTINGENT of
'.. I people. who' think that MX
should not be land·based but
, _'. rather submarine- based. This
is called SUB (shallow underwater missile).
Even though. the Air Force shows a
preference for the land-based MX,. the
water-based MX still is being considered.
ACCOrdingto Joe Griggs, board member of
the anti-nuclear group, the Great Basin MX
Alliance of Nevada, "Puttfug MX in subs is
a goodaltelllative. ~twill be 20 years
.' bef~)fe.the, ocean IS transparent', in
. technological terms. "Haddow Indicated
that b~ing MX subs is not a.good
. 8ltef!latlVe because of the amount of time
.req\lired t(),implement it. .He said tbe
,;.:._,- ......~,._._~.::..
EFORB THE QUESTION of where
is answered, it is important to
. understand the answer to the
question why and the nature of
this beast called MX. The rationale so far,
according to Haddow; has been based on
. the fact that because U.s. military
superiority has lapsed, the U.S. must instill
in the minds of the Soviets the respect they
once had for the U.S. firepower.
On this point, Haddow said the U.S.
once maintained clear superiority and with
the Carter administration, "we've got what
is termed rough equality." He said that the .
Soviets have, at this moment, 1,480
ICBM's and 950 SLBM's (submarine
launched) whereas the. U.S. has 1,450
ICBM's and 650 SLBM's .
That's a Soviet ICBM andSLBM total of
2,430,and a U.S. total of 2,100, according
to Haddow. It is important,to understand
that each missile. carries a varying number
of warheads. According to Rolling Stone,
U.S.S.R. Intelligence put the figures in
mid-1980 at 9,000 warheads for the U.S.A.
arid 6,000 for the Soviet Union. A Warhead-
is the actual nuclear bomb itself, and.
.ICBM'. can calry up to 10 warheads. The
warhead dropped on Hiroshima exploded
with the force of 13 kilotons. Currently
warheads explode with a. force of 335
kilotons; each bomb would create 26
Hiroshimas ..
A missile 'with 10 warheads has the
destructive force of 3.35 megatoris. If this
sounds frl8htening, there's more: the
Soviets are deveJoping a ·25 megaton
warhead. According to Griggs, "this bomb
will turn the valley to glass." The
philosophy. here supposes that the less
respect the Soviets have for the U.S., the
greater the .chance .of Soviet attack.
. Haddow said, "What MXdoes is, it says to
the Soviet Union, 'you cannot attack us
and destroy all of our weapons. We wi."
survive enough weapons to do what IS
considered unacceptable damage to you.'
In this sense, I think it docs defend us."
To quote former President Jinimy Carter
during his. 1979 State of the 'Union address,
"Without Salt II limits, the Soviet Union
could build so many warheads that any
land based (missile) system, fixed or
mobile, Could be jeopardized.'
t
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Stakes are High" by Tom Powers, has this
to say: '
1 The theory behind the MX is that the
,; best defense against a, weapon of
I:fearfUl"power and accuracy is, ano,ther!\ weapon of fearful power and accuracy.J If that is right, the MX may be the only\ alternative to an irreversible 'decline of
1
TAmerican power. But if the theory is
:\Wfong, building the MX, may, be just
one more step along the road to war.
, ,
IS THE MX VULNERABLE?
r~
~ , IUS BRINGS RISE to the question: '
:; can we afford to spend' $40
:~ billion on a defense 'system
[! which is theoretically vulner-
ble? Here's how it works: there will be 23
elters ' per 'missile, and a total of 200
.ssiles. Each site (23 shelters) will contain
ne live missile, all 22 other shelters will
ntain "dummy~'missiles. The supposed
rilliance of this program is the secrecy of
hich Shelter contains the "real" missile.
This "hide and seek" Baine renders the
viets uncertain of how much damage
ey can cause during fll'st' strike, because
ut of 4,600 shelters, there are 200 potential
ve targets. Therefore, ,the Soviets
eoretically must fire 4,600 warheads to be
ainof a fll'st strik-e ,victory. ,This lack of'
,ertainty is the essence of MX ..
"... ,;
i
HE MX PRICE TAG
N mE Roll ing St one article
Powers says Air Force General
I, ',' Guy Heckler, ex-person-in-",: charge for the MX, once
remarked that the MX will be "the greatest
~onstruction effort Ointhe history of man;
an observation the Air Force, very much
wishes he ha,d kept to himself."
" A big project pulls a big price tag; the Air ,
Force estimates about $33 billion for the
MX, in 1980 dollars;
According to Griggs, Air Force estimates
are way off. The most-liberal estimate so
far put the MX price tag at $100 billion.
THE MX AND JTS IMPACT ON
THE ENVIRONMENT
1m ORAFT ENViRONMENTAL Im-
pact State:ment (DEIS) ques-
tioris ,what kinds of effects
30,ooo,workers will have when
" ,ihtry descend on the ,chosen
area, as well as the effects of 9,000 miles of
roads, and the necessary 100 billion gallons
i of water. ,'IMX reads willdiamat!cally
'. ;;" '.' ,. .
;"',""
alter the natural drainage patterns and this
will have several effects: an increase in
wind and water erosion: two, decrease in
amount of surface water that is able to seep
underground and recharge groundwater
reservoirs; three, a reduction in the quality
in nine surface water due to silt in streams:
and four, destruction of wildlife habitat
due to loss of vegetation." -MX, An ICBM
Primer.
The construction of the missile system
would be built almost entirely on grazing
land. According to Griggs, this land
impact could be economically devastating
to a Nevada rancher: "The environmental
effect will cause the Nevada rancher to be
forced out of business."
Regarding air quality, the grading of the
roads and the increased traffic will generate
significant amounts of dust. Fine dust
particles are known to remain suspended
for long periods and, are carried great
distanCeS.'" • " ,
The human environment will be
socio-economically affected. According to
both Haddow and MX: An ICBM Primer,
a boomtown cycle will be caused by 80,000
workers and their families -::oming into the
area to live near the MX work. The
affected counties would approximately
double in popUlation; when the construe-
tion of MX was completed,' half of the
construction workers would be out of jobs.
Not even the ruination of pristine desert
wilderness, nor the lives of thousands are
the key concerns herein .this MX
controversy, The war game is.
Staying ahead of the race is what the MX
is all about. The idea behind MX is to have
the first-strike, zero-in-on-target capability
to knock out Soviet missiles, to be sure of
beating them to that critical rust blow in
the event of war. ' First strike knock-out
capability is the new trend in the nuclear
arms race. The MX, one hopes, wi!! never
be tried. Were it to be launched, we would
not know if the missiles had even made it
over the North Pole's magnetic field.
disarming of the United States and Russia.
However. this is highly unlikely to ever
occur since the entire nuclear arms race is
based on' each country's mistrust of the
other and the consequent rush to be on top
'of the missile pile. Even if disarmament
occured, one wonders how a U.S. nuclear
missile is de-activated after all; sorry, this is
strictly classified information.
Two, mutually assured destruction
(MAD). The Soviets go on the record as
having never accepted this war game option
as a possible end result of the arms race.
They do not, seem to endorse, this policy
now. As long as the Soviets do not accept
MAD, neither does the United States.
, The third choice in the war game strategy
is to stay ahead of the race. The MX would
effectively put the U.S. ahead of the
Soviets. Apparently the Pentagon has
chosen this third option in its war game
play. ',' , ','
ParadoxicaHy, the'MX may ultimately
become the backbone of the American
military defense system, and if deployed,
may 'well be the undoing of the country
which holds such faith in it.
T HE WAR G A ME
ment.
HEORETICALLY, THERE ARE
three ways to play the war
game:
One, unilateral disarma-
This clause calls for the equal
~ l/un. Caspar he'
n,e reta", of De£, Plberger -
h' Pent.1ron enscashingt<iQ ' '• D.c. ~OJOl
Dear,\lr Sec' • retary:
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ENJOY4WEEKSOF .
GREAT,TASTI NGVALUES·
IN MAY' FROME LT AC'O! .
DAILY
LUNCH
SPECIALS
UNDER-
$2.00 .
DRAFTBEER
2 for 1
. Glass or Pitcher
Evenings'
THREE CONVENIENT LOeA TIONS
TO.SERVE YOU
n' 1120.BROADWAY • 1201.-VISTA., h."'"
~.~
. e 11 N. ORCHARD . ~ __~~o~~~J
------------------------------------r-------------------'1 ,I
I
I
GOOD ANY MONDA Y OR TUESDA YIN MA Y I
I
I
i $1.00 OFF
! ANY DINNER PURCHASED
I (Good for up to 4 dinners)
I Dinners include entree, rice, beans, .I::::~::::~~~~:.1~.3.49..•.
I. . .
I
. ,UNI . UN·-·-·--·-·----------------.-----·------ ...----T---~..;.-------------:---:------------------
.. ,
GOOD ANY SUNDAY IN MAY
BUYONE
TACO SALAD
GETA
FREEMED.IUM DRINK
GOOD FOR 2 ORDERS
EXPIRES MAY, 1981
GOOD FOR 2 ORDERS
EXPIRES MAY, 1981
GOOD ANY WEDNESDAY OR THURSDAY -
IN MAY
BuvANY·····
ENCHILADA
GETA
HARD SHELL TACO
GOOO.FQR.2~~R~E · .:·•.}!1j.· .• · .•. I.•.•·
EXPIRES MAY, 1981 -' ... ". '. . - ... ;
BUYONE ORDER-OF.
TAQU ITOS (TA-K'EE-TOES)
GETA -
FREE SOFT SHEll TACO
.....
lHESWING PAGE
'PHILADELPHIA INTERNATIONAL
TORY" REVIEW··· STUDENT FEST
region ofeach representing a different
India.
SPANISH BASQUE COUNTRY, AND
MICRONESIA:
Rufina Chipin called signals to her fellow
dancers Velma Orrukem, and. Maureen
Ramangmou in the Micronesian Marching
dance. The girls were accompanied in music
and in dress by Patxi Garmendia of the
Spanish Basque Country. Garmendia
sported a grass skirt and a little leg.
(Garmendia also played two Basque songs.
on the harmonica.)
MEXICO:
"EI, Jarabe Tapatio", more commonly
known in these parts as the Mexican Hat
Dance conjures up images of stereotypical
stompings and stampings about a som-
brero, but in reality, the dance is about a
young man courting a girl, who accepts his
admiration by donning the hat at the end of
the dance, which starred Jesus Valderama,
Veronica Huerta, Juan Chavarria, and
Dolores Virgil. (Valderama later wowed the
audience by "jumping through the hoop"
with Mexican lariat tricks.)
TAIWAN:
Red represents not the color of rage for
the Chinese but good luck, although the red
lion in the Chinese Lion Dance raged and
romped amid popping live firecrackers to
bring in the New Year. Frances Fung,
David Hui, Clarence Mak, Raymond Tam,
Maria Tehan and Heidi Wan collaborated
to present this traditional Chinese New
Year dance.
The International Festival is testimony to
how well a good idea like bringing together
foreign students to share their culture with
Boiseans works. Truly the evening's theme
"L'amitie internationale" was' felt by
everyone who attended this delightful
"comlng-together" of nations.
MEGFEREDAY
The real highlight of the show, however,'
is unmistakenly Gueneth Omeron's por-
trayal of Margaret Lord, Tracy's mother.
Her part is by no means a large onevand
unfortunately after the first act we see little
more of her. Deserted by an adulterous
husband, surrounded 'by three undis-
ciplinedchildren, Omeron succeeds with an
air of aristocratic resignation that makes
the Old Woman in the Shoe look like an
unfitmother. Patient and understanding,
Omeron depicts her character, Margaret. as
an overlooked, unthanked grande dame
who never has a place of her own within the
family.
David Painter's portrayal of the arrogant
and self-assured reporter, Mike Connors,
deserves mention also. Though he seems to
have fashioned his personna after some
character in a Raymond Chandler novel, he
does soine fine acting. He, too, does a
convincing drunk, particularly with a well
placed' burp at just the. appropriate
moment. Thomas Hanigan, who plays the
Lord family uncle, who bears an uncanny
resemblance to Teddy Roosevelt, is
hilariously lecherous, though he gets a bit
heavy handed. George Kittredge (Paul
Totten) and C.K. Dexter Haven (Gene
Hayes) prove' to be the only disappoint-
ments of the show although with more
exposure Totten may loosen up and Hayes
may speak 1TIoreclearly. -
It is difficult, if not impossible, to put
one actor's praise above another's. A
blanket praise to all is unfair, but a
congratulation to all in the cast is in order.
As usual in BSU productions, the setting
and costumes were quite admirable, as well
as the other technical aspects of the
production. What they didn't take' into
account, however. was the limited seating
for a performance such as this.
A dinner of countless dishes from many
countries combined with exotic entertain-
ment . made up the Fourth Annual
International Festival, "L' Amitie Interna-
tionale". .
Termed a sellout success by International
Student Association of Boise State
University President. Safar Fashandi, the
Festival pulled in an audience of over 300
people. all of whom ooooed and ahhhed
throughout .the .evening's cultural per-
formances given by BSU foreign as well as
American students. .
According to Fashandi, the festival's
success grew from having to give away
tickets the first year .to ticket sellouts last
week. .
The food prepared and provided by the
foreign students themselves, ranged froin
fairly familiar Italian eggplant parmesian
to North African cous-cous, from Swedish
rosettes to a rather curious kind of Indian
cake called "Barfi". A Middle-Eastern rice
dish featured finely chopped mint leaves,
and guests were instructed to eat Japanese
sushi with their fingers.
The entertainment representing 11
countries consisted of approximately 18
performances of songs, dances, lariat tricks
and karate demonstrations. A complete
review. of all the Cultural Presentations is
not possible in the small space allotted here;
however, here is a recap of some of them:'
JAPAN:
A comely four-some of Japanese lads,
calling themselves "SeijiSato and the
Brush Cutters" pranced. pirouetted and
thrust pelvis' Elvis-style in a rendition of
50's rock songs a laJapanese. Japan was
also represented by tradition dances by
Ikuko Minami. '
INDIA:
A colorful fashion show flashed baubles,
bangels and beads as sari-clad .Indian girls
(India-Americans) modeled their costumes,
Friday night's opening of Boise State's
heatre Arts' "The Philadelphia Story,"
as, to put it simply, one of the more
fessional presentations BSU has done in
very long while. If it is true that opening
ormances are often the roughest, (on
th the audience and the actors) "The
iladelphia Story," by the end of its
ming, could be just short of superb.
The show's success lies not only in some
ality acting, but with the play itself.
like previous plays done by BSU which
e outdated, uninteresting, or difficult to
"The Philadelphia Story" is relevant
pertinent. to the times. Written by
'lip Barry, done on Broadwayin 1939,
play has been done again and again,
eventually made into a movie called
igh Society." So at least this time. Fred
rrnan, who directed the ,play, had
ething to work with.
he play begins in the affluent household
he Lord family in 1939. Tracy; the
st daughter, is preparing for her second
iage the following day. By the end of
lay, Tracy has learned a lot about the
fortunate "other half" of society. as
as a lot about herself.
hough her performance was at times
en and inconsistant, Sandra Spidell.
ing as the haughty and impetuous
y Lord, was responsible for a level of
gy and expertise not usually seen in
i ..""'" productions. Her energy affected all
~.~tJ,@$earound her. on stage and off. In her
r'~a$e' when it rained it poured, and there
.,~aSno stopping it. Impressed with her
':alltljentic accent, I was' thoroughly
convinced that at one time or another, she
.,,~~il1IYdid attend Bryn Mawr with nothing
(;e!~on her mind than a "MRS," degree.
c;,;Slie,wasan especially convincing drunk.
"
P.S. All cultural presentations were
charmingly introduced by masters of
ceremonies, Ingrid Johannson of Sweden.
erect position; cooked meat, and even fried
eggs. Occuring throughout the saga are .
gross and uncalled-for' stereotypes of
homosexuals. minorities, and big-breasted,
NALD BARCLAY ( * ) baby-machine women. The movie lacks
o quote Leonard Pith-Garnel, curator credibility. due to the horrendous acting.
Saturday Night. Live's Bad Cinema, shallow plot, and narrow-minded stereo-
is film was short, mercifully short." types. the. closest to hard rock Carnes will ever
b h d h If Ri nd
~~
Kim Carnes - Mis tak en Identitya out an our an a a ngo a '. . come. Not only is the song rowdy' , but it
pany try to keep us amused with a KARL KNAPP (1 ~ ) has a lotto sayl. f' h d hi t . Her hair is Harlow goldes 0 sig t gags an pre ISoJlc . The keyboards on this disc are played by
llabl d th fail I like.era C b . thi of a Her/ips a sweet surprise,nosy. ea.anu ey an, I. e crazy, aveman egms as some mg Her hands are never cold Steve Goldstein and are at times just
I Brookish humor as well as the next novelty-a Beatie, a Bach, and a big football She~ got Bette D.avis eyes incredible. especially during "Bette Davis
son, probably more than the next player -- and quickly reduces itself to a 'Eyes," "Don't Call It Love," and "Miss
son, but Caveman falls far short of the repetitious menagerie of bad comedy. from "Bette Davis Eyes" You Tonite." .
hi B .k . did Ri . h R" B bara Bai h d 0 kl d R id by Donna Weiss - JackieDeShannonrsr t mg roo s ever I. . ngo, w 0 mgo, ar ara uac an. a an ai er While this is a studio album, one thing
s great in films like The Magic Christian John Matuzak star in this prehistoric Mistaken Identity is the name ofthe new thatis nice is thatitwas recorded live in the
helpl, plays a paleolithic Jerry Lewis, free-for-all about survival in the Stone Age, Kim Carnes album and there is no mistake studio" which .means that everyone- is
bara Bach 'plays a pair of breasts and a a la David and Goliath. Outside of a few .. .. .' '. . about it, this album is really b.yfar the most playil1g at the'same time with no overdubs
O·f buns ·If you' have a dollar' to blow fleetin'gly f.unny moments, Caveman is Ii.... outstanding soft rock I've heard from the or extratrick effects. It's quite obvious that
d nothing to do on Tuesday night. dismally boring film, and its 1 hour and 20 woman. ' Carnes does not need trick effects or
veman might be alright--if you ingest minute viewing time comes as a welcome The disc starts. out with "Bett.e Davis overdubs to make her music work. All she
ounh drugs 'be~ore you go Otherwise' resp'ite to the persectitedviewer. O.f course, eed . h d0". . l' .' ., Eyes", a new song by Donna Weiss and n S IS .er strong voice and her gno ,
n't bother if you get up and leave early, you never get k' . k h b.' to find .out if Atauk zug-zugLana. Nya Jac Ie DeShannori.This is a song . rna et atgreat. and .
. MU.SKO( .~.,~ ~ ) Ringo. Nya Carl Gottlieb.. Nya C~veman. describing a woman that everyone knows; , Of all the female singers I've heard. Kim
~ ~ ~ we all don't know the same one, but we all Carnes is without a doubtmy favorite. The
The sad, pathetiphowingof Caveman know one. ' ,'. outstanding cuts have been d~ussed
abies one to realize that a truly senseless, BARBARA JONES (**) Thereis another WeissfDeShannon song .a1readv. butt would like to add one more
tellectually insulting movie can be on this record, ."Hit and.Run" .. It is very tMhelisL That is "Miss You Tonight,"a
leased to. the public. The unbelievably Don't listen to any other reviewers! This nice, but not up to par with the rest of the sorig for anyone who has experienced the
or' acting of Ringo Starr as the social ,movie, although it offers no grave insights album. pain of a Iover leaving for someone else.
uteast . of the hostile tribe and con- into human nature, really isn't that bad, The titletr. aC.kis..a. g.rea.t song i.f.iU..st '~..or '. Mistaken Identity'soutstanding cuts will /.. ,
quently the "leader of the misfits only especially if you -have Ii sick sense of the lyrics. They're all about the losirig of a be featured during. the first. half .of 1
flirtherdeteriorates the "qu,ality/' humor. Granted, it is pretty dumb in some primary love and trying to return. to a Dangerous Mllsik, Wednesday, April 29th,
,The opening scene flashes the caption parts, and even d!1mber in others,but it secondary l~lVewho'.s'not having anything 10 p.m. to 2 pm; on KBSU90.1 FM. \'.
ne. zillion B.C., October 9th. The movie sure beats a Tues(lay, afternoon picking.lint to do with itl. ". .• - .... "
espcrat1:ly trysto Show the origins of the off your dog at Protestap~rtments. "Break TheRll1esTonite" is probably DAVID ~'THE HOBBIT"ANDERSON ..' \
1 .................. _ ......... ·.'
ies--This week the reviewers went to
eman, a prehistoric comedy with Ringo
r and Barbara Bach.
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Why pay 20% or more at other stores? Compare
these items for prool·oleveryday savings.
. . ....... 0
$139.95 New FuDbusterlll.;...... au. .~~.7
$34.95 Jensen Speakers .••• ; • •• •. "::II
.' . . .,.S~$&,05 Suled Beams (4001-40001 •••• ,... .
. .
$1.87 Spray Paint •••••••••••.••••• ~ 44
, $7.50A~e Rater .".7DUAL 011 Filter , ..$94•$15.67 2·Yan "yd. Jack .••..•.•.•..•
Mobil 30 Motor Oil •••••••••••••••• 790." . .,.oe
$3.14 Rally Wax ..
$l.90~I~T~_t •••••.•••• ~••••• 970
$6.33 Radiitof Hose ••••••••••••••• ·3~7
.' ."47$4.52 Fan Belts ••••••••• , • • • • • • •• .. .
Champion Spa" . 0 . 0
Plugs ••••.•••••..•• 79 to.99
. . . ......
$27.25 Muffl,er • . • • . . . • • • • • • .&
Cycle Batteries (low asl •.••••.•••• ·10··
.,.S7
$3.90 Armorall....... .. ... . ..... ..
$29.95 Indian Blanket , • "977seat CoIers (small ~) .••• ~ ••••• ,. .&
~::~~~~i~.~.,..,... .•4877
$2.25. Evereal!J Alk.··. " ... 5'
Eneriller BattelJ (2 pakl •.••••.• , •• , .&
$9.74 Locking Gas Cap ..•.•. t , ••••• 84·'
'fAMPA
1l113r~ Sl So.
CALDWELL
825 Cleveland
ONTARIO
West Park Plaza
BOISE
Broadway & Beacon
Orchard & Overland
Five Mile & Fairview
23rd & Fairview
IF YOU'RE NOT SHOPPING STATEWIDE, FOR AUTO SUPPLIES,
YOU'RE MISSING REAL SAVINGS!
Open Evenings Daily, Sunday 9 to 5
Step Up to sly -funk or rhythm and blues. All at
Budget Tapes and Records. Ready togo.
Swing by and discover our low prices' and friendly,
helpful staff. . . '"
Pick up on rhythm and blues. At Budget ..
We'veGotYo~ Song. '0 go. ~.. . .,Gi""'Ire.giftTofmusic.
OPENM-F, 11-9 Sat., ~1~7' Sun., 1-6
I
~DER
COVER
OF
DARKNESS·
Donald Smith. 'Under' Cover of
Darkness. New York: Nordon
Publications, 1981. Fiction. A-
vailable at the BSU Bookstore.
$2.50.
Donald Smith, a professor of
psychology here at Boise State,
gives us a book in the "suspense-
thriller" genre with Under Cover
of Darkness. This novel is written
for leisure reading, not artistic
appreciation. Even SQ, Under
Cover seems a little below
standard.
From the feminist perspective,
this book continues a .dangerous
tradition Of presenting women
characters as generally helpless:
passive admirers of the heroic
men. The pretty, feminine Carol
responds to Charles" question
about why she has not married:
"Mother used to say I'd definitely
know when the right man came
along because I'd want to have his
children. She said I'd see in hiro
all the qualities and virtues I'd
want children of my own to have.
And' I'm convinced now she's
right."
The hero, Charles, is less
simplistic than Carol, is much less
believable as well. Charles is a
philosophy 'professor, but he is
not much of a thinker. A
Christian until his wife and son
die, Charles rejects God because
Charles can't understand how a
merciful, loving God could let
people die when Charles needs
them, .
The other characters are either
completely good or one-dimen-
sionallyevil. The good characters
are all described in the same way:
nice, honest, loving, and cour-
ageous. The villains are usually
large, ugly, and stupid. There is
no such thing as character
development here.
The story is occasionally
suspenseful and exciting. Charles
is brought into the underworld of
escapees from East Germany
when he comes upon a young girl
who has just made it through the
Berlin Wall. Our hero takes
charge of this girl, and all the
other females he encounters inthe
novel. He decides to attemptto
free the girl's father, an important
scientistworking on a project that
threatens the safety of the' entire
free world, from captivity in East
Berlin. Charles encounters all
kinds of barriers to his plan, but
he overcomes all, and why not?
He is, after all, an American
college professor in a foreign
country with no espionage train"
ing and a less-than perfect
command·. of the German lan-
guage.The story ends as Charles
decides to adopt the orphaned
refugee, marry sweet Carol (he
hasn't asked either one) and
return to Amerlca.Wbat else?
Under the Cover or Darkness is
entirely predictable; and riddled
with cliches. Counting the hairs
onyourheaJ would be. more
thought-provoking .than reading'
this novel., ".
·.SHELLEYSPEAR
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BIG SKY FINALS
DON RETHWISCH on top 6-3. Bronco head coach Bus Connor
stated, "Saturday we didn't play well
against Idaho,· but that may help us out in
the long run by playing a bit better in the
playoffs. "
Top Bronco netter in the tournament was
number three singles. player' Chris Nord;
who went undefeated and upped his' overall
record to 2-3~6 for the year. The number
one doubles team of Steve Appleton and
Nord went 3;.Qfor the weekend also. .
. "We will be looking forward to the'
. playoffs, and will be practicing all week in
preparation," commented Connor. The
Broncos will be playing two matches on
Thursday and Friday, with one match
.scheduled for Saturday. ..
Individual winners at Reno will advance
to the NCAA finals May 21-23 at a site to
be determined.
Brad Eells
Kris Nord.,who went undefeated lor BSU in both singles and doubles in last weekend's
Big Sky divisional playoffs, rUns to intercept a deep lob. ..
The Bronco men's tennis squad 'is on
their way to the Big Sky Playoffs after
defeating Montana and Montana State in
the divisional playoff held last weekend,
here in Boise. '
Along with Idaho and Montana State
BSU will join Nevada-Reno, Weber State,
and Northern Arizona in the Big Sky Finals
May 7,8, and 9 in Reno, Nevada.
Friday, the Broncos defeated Montana in
a rather decisive 8-1 manner, and later that
afternoon shut out Montana State
University 9-0. This automatically
advanced BSU to the playoffs by gaining
one of the top three spots in the
tournament.
Winners Idaho and Boise State squared
off on Saturday, and the Vandals came out
RACERS', '~'REST"
DANA MARCELLUS Invitational last Saturday and ran away
with ten first places and four seconds,
If a rest is tough daily workouts with no beating out teams from Flathead Valley
, meets for two weeks, then the Bronco Community College, Treasure Valley
women's track team will be resting until the Community College, College of Southern
NCWSA Division II and III Regional Idaho and Northwest Nazarene College.
Championships May 7-9 at Western Gearing up for the Big Sky Conference
Washington University., Outdoor Track Championships at the
Boise State finished behind regional University of Idaho May 18 and 1-9, the
champion Seattle-Pacific and runner-up., Bronco men will also layoff competition
Idaho last season, but the odds are backing the next few weeks, concentrating on daily
the Broncos to pull out a victory this time, workouts.
around. Although BSU has been injury-ridden
"Using the 'Top Ten' list compiled by throughout the season,' Coach Ed Jacoby
Roger Norris at University of Idaho, it believes his team can make a comeback and
seems that we will be going into the Region, expects some top individual performances
IX meet as the favorite," said Joe Neff, at the meet.,
women's track coach. . "This has been a tough year," Jacoby
"However," he qualified, "Illness and admitted, "but these kids have a lot of
injury have cut into our team, 'and one can heart, and I believe they will bounce back
never discount the abilities of the athletes as the end of the season nears."
of Seattle-Pacific and U of I." The Broncos captured the Bob Gibb
BSU will field a strong team as 17 Invitational track and field meet last
athletes have set marks good enough for weekend at Bronco Stadium, racking up 82
regional competition, and five individuals points while the College of Southern Idaho
and two relay teams have qualified for the pulled out a second with 52, NNe scraped
AlA W National Meet May 20-23. up 15 and Treasure Valley managed a
The five national qualifiers are Darla meager 11.
'Hasselquist (400 meters), Jody Aronson Howard Conley stole the show in the
(800, 1500 and 3000 meters), Kathy running events with his-new meet record of
Kenworthy (1500 and 3000 meters), Cindy 1:52.10 in the 800 meters, barely a second
Crow (5000 and 10,000 meters) and Kim off his personal best in the event this
Carroll (high jump). The mile relay team season. Gene Stone and Greg Hall were
of Karen and Karma Osburn, Diane Dodds also racing easily in this last meet of the
and Darla Hasselquist and the 4 x 110 relay regular season.'
of Osburn, Dodds, Val Dworak and Although he finished fourth in the event,
Hasselquist have both set marks enabling John Barrett surpassed his own 1980 school
them' to compete at the national level. record by scoring 6176 points in the
The Broncos hosted the Bob Gibb decathlon. '
ALUMNI FOOTBALL
The 11th annual Boise State University adjust to a variety of things that the alumni
Alumni football game, which will feature will do;" said Criner. "We will not prepare
the 1981 varsity football team against a ' for the alumni as we do for a regular season
contingent of former Bronco stars, will opponent, so the players will be forced to
take place on Saturday, May 2 in Bronco learn the ability to adjust as the game is in
Stadium. Kickoff is set for 7 p.m, MST. progress.
Tickets for the game are on sale to the "Another important aspect for us as
public and are priced at $3 for the general coaches,will be the opportunity we will
public and $2 for a BSU student with a have to evaluate the players under game
valid ID. Children under 12 will be pressure," said Criner. "This should be
admitted without charge. the best-alumni team. ever, because' of the
According to Athletic Director Lyle large amount of players that we lost this
S~th, the proceeds from the ,1981 game year." ,
WIll go to the Morrison Center for the ' The alumni team will feature some of
Performing Arts. The Morrison Center is Boise State's stars of the past. Included in
scheduled to begin construction in the fall. the alumni lineup will be Sam Miller, Bob
As part of the special day celebrating the McCauley, Kevin McDonald; Larry
Morrison Center; Velma Morrison. and Polowski, Terry Zahner, Alva Liles, Kauai
J.R. Simplot will be introduced and named Hookano, ChrisMalmgren, Dan Williams,
as honorary coaches for the annual. spring Mark Villano, Fred Goode,· Ron'
football game. . . .. Chatterton and Calvin, Bamhill.. Former
, In addition to.the individual matchups player and assistant coach Claude
that will highlight the game, a special. Tomasini, now an assistant coach with
halftime ceremony will recognize Boise Weber State, will also suit up for the event.
State University's "Senior' Athlete of the In addition, Boise businessman Rich
Year" and "Scholar-Athlete of the Year" 'Urresti, whowas a JC All-American at
for the 1980-81 academic year. Boise Junior College in 1962 and 1963, will
The annual Alumni Game will afford the
BSU fans and press the opportunity to see participate.
the 1981var:sity squad inaction against a According to Criner, the BSU varsity
strong alumni team. TheBSU varsity will spring' drills have 'been a success thus far,
have a lot of new faces on the field when but .the real test will come in the alumni
the ball is put into play, but Head Coach game.
Jim Criner believes they will give a good "Weare encouraging the alumni to open
, performance. . up their game plan so that we can put as
"The purpose of the game is to allow us much pressure on our defensive backs as
tocomplete sprmg practice in a game-like possible," commented Criner. "We would
arrnosphere.where not only mustwe adjust also like to know whether our running
tothe tempo of the game and apply skills backs will be able to get the ball in the end
we've, taught the players, but we must zone."
GOLF NOTE BASEBALL~
CORRECTIONBoise State's golf team willplay a dualmatch against Idaho State Universitybefore they. leave for the Big Sky
Championships in Ogden, UT in May. The
squad will travel to Twin Falls, ID to play
the Bengals Friday, May Ion the Canyon
Springs Golf Course.
Results of yesterday's match at North-
west Nazarene were not available as of this
writing.
The Broncos finished sixth out of seven
teams in the Idaho Invitational golf
tournament, played on the University of
Idaho golf course. Idaho took team honors
in the two-day affair, while Idaho State
finished second. Washington State; Co-"
lumbia Basin Community College and the
,University of Montana completed the
tourney in third, fourth and fifth
respectively.
The Broncos will use the two dual meets
to begin preparation, for the conference
tournament. This year's tournament is'
being held in Ogden, UT and is being
hosted by Weber State College.
Rod Skyles continues to lead the Broncos
on the season. Skyles is averageing 75 a
round for the year, and is extremely tough
in the larger tournaments. '
The Big Sky Conference Tournament
will be on May. 7-8.
For Shame! Due to limited space and
time pressure, an account of the BSU
baseball club's victory over Utah state
April 18 was left out of last week's News.
The nightcap of the Saturday double-
header saw every Bronco except one getting
at least one hit, and Boise State winning
12-8. Kerry Green, the onlyBSU player not
to gain a hit, nevertheless got on base three
times on fielding errors, scoring two runs
and stealing two bases.
Four batters went 2-4, including Jeff
Acree, who batted in three runs and slugged
a triple. Whitey Erickson also got a triple,
and Mike Lynch scored two runs.
Mark Boschulte pitched six innings and
got the win, while his teammates amassed
an 11-2 lead by the. top of the fifth. After'
Boschulte got pounded for six runs in the
fifth and sixth, Neil Peterson relieved and
saved the last inning for BSU.
, Results-of a doubleheader last Monday at
Treasure Valley Community College were
unavailableat press time. This weekend the
team plays its only home games of the
season, doubleheaders against Idaho State
and Montana Saturday and Sunday at
Borah Field.
SPOKANE··· MATCHES
State 54 in a morning match.
, "This match was touch and.go with four
matches going to three sets. Patrice Reimer
won her tie-breaker which' gave us the
, necessary lift to help us Win.. Diane Quong,
competing for Lisa Davis, also won her 6th
singles," said Boyles.
On Saturday afternoon, the Broncos
suffered their second defeat to Eastern
Washington.
.' "We changed our positions around after
our first loss to them.. Only Dana Dancer
kept her same position and again Dancer
was our lone singles victory,", added
.Boyles. ',. ' .. .,:. ... . ,. ...
BSUmet Lewis-Clark State on Sunday;
sweeping the contest 9-0.
STUDEN·T
ATHLETES
KARL KNAPP
We have, for some time it seems, placed college athletes under the'
noble appellation of the "student--athlete." It is a label supposedly
denoting the athlete's (student's1) order of priorities, his dedication to
education, and his unique ability to combine that education with a
collegiate· career in sports. To what extent, .though, is the
"student--athlete" concept a reality? " .
It is a question that arises again and again as college educators and
media alike continue to examine the viability of combining athletics
with education at the college level. Once again, with the National
Basketball Association's hardship draft, I find myself doubting the
validity of the concept.
The NBA hardship draft, which sees those college athletes who have
yet to complete their college eligibility (and education) make the jump
to the professional ranks, is condonement at the most visible level/of
forsaking education for athletics, a degree for a contract.
With the lure of million dollar contracts dancing in their heads, it is
an opportunity that· some college sophomores and juniors can't pass
by. Other "student-athletes," however, will wait patiently until their
eligibility has expired; hoping to land a bigger contract in the process.
No one can blame a Mark Aguirre or an Isiah Thomas for wanting
to make the big buck, but please don't call them student--athletes. The
NBA's hardship draft, while it affects a very few gifted college
basketball players, is nevertheless a direct slap in the face to higher
education. .'
In effect the player who opts for the hardship draft is saying,
"College has served its purpose for me-It has given me the money, the
publicity and the arena to display my skills to the-pros. Now that I've
proved that lean play, .l think I've had enough of college."
MarkAguirre's.biggest regret in turning pro wasn't that he won't be
able to finish his degree, but that he won't be able to lead DePaul to
an NCAA basketball title. And just think, as a junior Aguirre was
conceivably only a year or so away from a baccalaureate degree.
But instead, Aguirre.is just another athlete who has made a fool out
ofthe system a mockery out of the concept of the' "student-athlete."
We can't expect everyone who enters college to complete a degree
for not everyone has the ways or the means to do it. Not everyone has
an athletic scholarship either or a million doUar contract dangling in
their face after a sensational two years of college basketball stardom.
Perhaps the Aguirres and the. Thomases begin college fully
intending to finish, with degrees in hand but perhaps they don't.
Somehow the NBA hardship draft leads me to believe otherwise,
though I may be wrong; It just seems that the exit is there, ready to be
taken by all those who have sufficiently demonstrated their skills to an
audience of NBA scouts, not to mention America's public. What
should be done about the "problem"? It would be possible, on one
hand, to lobby for the dissolution of the hardship draft, though a
dissolution is hardly likely to occur. More realistically, Lthink we need
to become more' discriminating in our tendency to label college
athletes as "student--athletes;" certainly there are those who fit the
mold, but there are a good number of those who don't. Let's
straighten 'out our priorities.
'NEW BSU RECRUITS
A number of promising recruits
have signed letters of intent
within the last few days to play
basketball on BSU's men's and
women's teams.
Jim Maldonado, the Broncos'
top-priority prospect,' transfers
from Sacramento City CoUege to
play center. The 6-9, 235-pound
,Sacramento native fills a spot left
wide open by graduation and
team attrition this past season.
Assistant basketball coach
Prescott Smith noted Mal-
donado's ability to dominate
inside, and added, "He is very
strong and quick, which enables
him to get up and down the court
with ease." .
Last year his 25.4 point and
11.8 rebound per game averages
helped him earn AU-California'
honors, as he scored more points
than any otherCalifomia large
junior college player.
Anotherjuco player signed is
Charles Jackson, a high-scoring
guard from Yuba College in
California" Jackson scored 24.9
points, shooting'. 52.8 percent
from the field, plus rebounding at
a 7.2 per game skein. "The
addition of Charles completes our
recruiting for the two backcourt
positions," head coach Dave
Leach said.
To add insurance in the
backcourt, Mike Hazel was
recruited from' Madison High
School in Milwaukee, WI. Hazel
averaged 16.6 points a game on a
. state' championship team,
shooting 57 percent from the floor
at guard and forward.
Rebounding strength for the
women will be added by both
recruits, Marta Curtis from
Baker, OR High Schooland Dona
McCanties from Highline High in
Seattle.
Curtis, a 6-0 center, snared 13.2
rebounds a game, and led her
team last year in steals, assists and
blocked shots. She. was an
all-conference selection in each of
the last three years. '
Marta is a developing player,"
commented head coach Connie
Thorngren. "She has good
fundamentals on both offense and
defense. We feel she has a lot of
potential. "
McCanties, a 4.00 student,
averaged 20 points and 9 caroms a
. game for her team last year. A
team player as well, the 5~1l
forward holds the state record for
.assists with 14 in one game ..
SPORTS
SHORTS
Awards for players in all 'eight
men's sports will be presented at
the annual Lettermen's Banquet
at 7 p.m. tonight in the Student
Union BaUroom.The dinner is
sponsored by the Bronco Athletic
Association. and the BSU Athletic
'Department,
Paul J. Schneider and Lon
Dunn will be the masters of
ceremonies.
Tickets are for sale in the BAA
office, if available at this printing.
The office is in the Varsity Center,
south end of the stadium;
The' 'intramural track meet.
previously scheduled for yester-
day, has been. re-set for the
upcoming Tuesday, May 5. Both
men and women will be able to
compete in the 100, 200,400, 800,
and 1500 meter races, plus shot
put,iong jump and high jump.
Deadline for sign-up is Monday,
May 4. Sign up on the roster by
the 1M office, AG-IOI, or call
385-1131 for more information.
A golf tournament and banquet
to honor retiring Boise State
University athletic director Lyle
Smith will be held Friday, June
12, organizers have announced.
The events, which are open to
the public, are to honor Smith for
his 35 years of service to the
university and community, said
Dwane Kern, co-chairman of the
organizing committee. .
Smith, who will retire June 30,
came to Boise Junior College in
1946. He coached football until
1967, compiling' an 85 percent
winning record and leading his
teams to several post-season bowl
games before turning full time to
the athletic director's job.
The Lyle Smith Day activities
wiU open with a scramble golf
tournament at the Warm Springs
courses beginning at noon.
The banquet will begin with a
cocktail hour at 7 p.m. in the Red
Lion Riverside. Tickets will be on
sale at $25 each on Monday, May
11. Seating will be limited, so
persons wanting to attend should
call the Bronco Athletic Associa-
tion office, phone 385-3556, as
soon as possible after May 11,
said Kern ..
Kern said he .expects many of
Smith's former coaches and
players to attend. "There. has
been a great deal of interest in a
day to honor Lyle ... we are
expecting a large turnout," he
said. .
Members of the" organizing
committee include Kern and A.J.
Achabal, chairmen; Robert
Krueger, William Campbell, Rich
Jordan, Doug Simmonds, Bob
Rosenthal, Dyke Nally, Larry
Burke, Dave Mendiola, Ron
Stephenson, Hatch Barrett,' Tom
MacGregor, Claude Baird,
Harold Loveless, and Jim
Faucher.
runners take your marks ...a pi :
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SPECIAL ENGAGEMENTS BEGIN MAY AND JUNE
..
2nd floor SUB ::)85: i4"64 .,
_anted: .
",b-otg,gr.aph,e rs·
Th.1':University
NEWS
EARN ~""\'
BSUGRED~
in
LONDON, ENGLAND
AVIGNON, FRANCE
COLOGNE, GERMANY
.s;~:r:::l.
Studies Abroad Office
LA 212
;;4
A unique environment 'hat cuts the
corners of routine aportment
living - at a price' you can afford,
:' 1-44 specious 2. bedroom furnished
and unfurnished units,
2 pool" plenly of of! street parking,
5 minutes to town, the airport,
and 8.S.U.
At the corner of Protest and
Boise' Avenues,
343-6612
11,143W. Bol .. Ave #0 83700
•
Apply Today
for lhla S~mmer
and next year
TheUnlveralty
·'News
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GARFIELD ™ byJim Davis
ONCE AGAIN I VENTURE
INTO "1)4e WILDERNE&&
IN SEARCH OF QUARRY
CLASSIFIE.DS
HELP"WANTE.D,IF,O R RENT
ASB Senator _ Vo--Tech '& Business, ASB Storage Rental 12 x 22 near college $35.00
Business Manager, Personnel Selection 384-0319.
Committee Chairperson, Student Lobbyist, ---------------
call 385-M40. Studio Apartment $145 includes all utilities
____________ -'- __ 1 384-0319 or see at 1006 Oakland on May 2.
I/Z block from SUB. 'Spring and summer jobs available now!
II_C_a_1l..,3.;...76-_9_7_6_7_._R_o...,de_y_'s_l_c_e_C_re a_m_,'~-:-_I' MOoT S' C'E L L A~ E" 0 U' S·
OVERSEAS JOBS'· Summer/year round.
Europe, S.Amer., Australia, Asia. All
Fields. $50D-$1200monthly. Sightseeing.
Free info. Write IJC Box 52-I.D. I.Corona
Del Mar,' CA 92625
Juxtopose _. Hands off or a Bloody Nose.
-~BB& S.
Typing service, fast accurate, competitive
rates. 286-7665.
Spring time carpet cleaning. $12.50 per
room. Call shampoo carpet cleaning at
336-6889 anytime:
Interviewers needed: Marketing research
firm needs part-time telephone interviewers
to conduct marketing surveys from our
interviewing center. Walki,ng distance from
campus. Training provided. Must be,
available now, as well as during the
summer. $3.65/hour. Call 343·4607.'
Marcept Consulting & Research.
LDS--Have you listened to the words of
wisdom of David Whitmer? 376-5885,
24-hr. recording.
Female Roommate wanted to share 3
bedroom house with I bath. 2 car garage,
Vz acre backyard & large garden.
Non-smoker preferred. Rent-·$110 plus
utilities. For more information call Tina at
343-7671 between 7 a.rn, and 3 p.m,
weekdays or 3~2-5719 evenings.
AUT o
Gremlin X see to appreciate. Great Gas
mileage 375-3823.
F OR S ALE P:..-~E~~R_~S"--...:O~--:...:N,----"A.:::.--=L
Hang Glider, Electra Flyer. Model-·Cirrus
III $600.00384-0939.
Gnu c1asslfieds are available to the public each Wednesday for pri;ntin
g everything from
, , your sassy personnels to blurbs about selling your Aunt Marth~ s.tro',l1bon~:.
Costs only 5 cents a word in advance, like the I.R.S., to get your scintillating Wit IOtO
dazzling black and white. , . ' . .
Just jog on down to the BSU SUB Information Center before Fnday at five and you can.
buy your place in print. If you're a little flabby just use this handy coupon,but please don't
forget the coinage.
Name: Mail To:1I;..:.::::.:.::...- __ :...- __ -'- :-.;.--:-------7he UniversityNews
Address: C1assifieds
.;P.:.:h::;:0:.:n.:.:e:=-----'----...,.-------'-------191O University DriveII.:.==_-.:....,.- -:-...,.-------Boise. Idaho 83725
.'1'<.,.-,' •
'-",' "
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o 1981 PuncII Pullls. LIt!. 0Ist LA. TImes Synd.
"I see here that you were school bully for three
years."
DECLASSIFIED
"Well kick my can," I exclaimed, after the piston ring." (Ed. note to
"The Lord of the Wmgs is none other proof reader-Lose "signed your own
than the famous aviator, Fred death warrant." What kind of writers
Noonan." We were in the ladies room use cliches like that anymore? Also
of O'Hare Airport, finally having come make sure that this Ed. note doesn't
upon the stall occupied by The Lord of accidentally get typed up and put in the
the Wings. The Lord, whom we paper, mistakes like that make us look
instantly recognized as Fred Noonan, stupid. Thanks: Don.) Reacting with
was standing on top of the toilet bowl, lightmng speed and atrue sportsman's
one foot planted on' either side of the sense of fair play, Wrongway attempted
rim.. .In .his ,.nose~e"was, wearing. the., ,.. ,to, .kick Noonan right in the. old jingle
magic piston ring for which we had bells. Noonan managed to duck the
searched so long. "Pleased to meet you, kick, but in doing so slipped into the
Mr. Noonan," said Wrongway fawn- toilet. I immediately hit the flush
ingly. offering to shake hands. The switch, and Noonan slowly spiraled
.normally subdued Burt was trying to down with the water and cigarette butts.
push his way into the stall, holding in his Just before he went all the way into the
hand a piece of paper for Noonan to hole, I deftly removed themagic piston
autograph. "Hold it a minute," I. ring from his nose.
shouted. "I know we are all anxious to Equipped with the magic piston ring,
meet with Mr. Noonan, being the I could return to Yellowpine and repair
aviation hero that he is, but we did come my Cessna 180,. "The Spirit of
here on business. I'm sure there will be Yellowpine." Wrongway went back .to
plenty of time to talk with him New York and his job of flying .the
afterwards, so let's be caIrn. Mr. Concorde. Burt went to New York too,
Noonan, we've come here at the order and got a job in the punk-rock band
of Dr. Sigmund Kiwi, to retrieve the called "Vietor Marchetti and the Cult of
magic piston ring. I'm sure you'll gladly Intelligence." You dear reader, canget a
hand it over onee we... " "Hold it right free ticket to' next' week's SPB movie
there, Tyranasauras," shouted Noonan, Cries and Whispers (an Ingmar
pulling from the folds of his black cloak Bergman classic)if you come up to, The
a boy-scout knife arid threatening us Newsand tell the seCretary the name of
with its wicked corkscrew, "you've Amelia Earhart's co-pilot on her last
signed your death warrant by coming flight. .,.,
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Sunday
2:00 •. m ,NSOMNIAC SPECIAL
''Jne t'lourol comedy tNllh host W. David Fields
6:00 •. m. SUNOAY CONCERT HALL!
10:00 e.m. Sunday CCKal1 H.nn
2:00p.m.
I:
6:00p.m.
6:30p.m.
7:00p.m.
10:30 p.m.
2:00a.m.
6:00a.m.
5:15p.m.
}'
" 8:00 p.m.
10:00 p.m.
2:00a.ll.
5:'5p.m.
'I,i.
)..
'- 6:00p.m.
\"
6:30p.m.
7:00p.m.
10:00 p.m.
2:00 a.m.
5:15p.m.
6:00 p~m.
May3 . Brahme . Symphony,,4 in E Minor. Op. 00
Eugene Ormandy- Philadelphia Orchestra
... Aaron Copland- Four Dances hom "Rodeo"
Leonard aemstern- New York Philharmonic
. Prokotlev- Symphony"4, Op. 47
Eugene Ormandy - Philadelphia Orchestra
.1!;JorStravinsky ole Sacra Du Prmtomps
Pierre Bcutez - The Cleveland Sympncny
.... Beethoven- Symphony.S in 0 Minor. Op -.,07
leonard Bernstein - New York Philharmonic
May 10 .
Ma~ 17
May24 .
May 31
Conc8rt Hatllll 2:00a.m.
7:00p.m.
IkIuIExpr-.
KBSU Illd Jim'l:dward offers you & the Boise VlIfley the mOst
progressl"" mUllIC. (with the Commodoreo, GAP Band
Isley Brothers.Rufus. Sadane. and more.)
OANGEROUS MUSIK
Join the Hobbll as he bnngs yOu a taste of lhe music tnallhe olher sl~lIon! are leery
to play.· Everylhlng is Hicluded: rock (old and.now), jazz. new music hom 1hose
froshly released album,. All lhls and an album at .rrlldnlghl Host David Anderson
nne H(\bbill
Thursday
AM ALBUM SHOW
Each weak we have a special has I 0.1 The music JU51never steps.
FOSSIL FLASHBACKS
KBSU takes abtast lnto Ihe pa?l. Join Tony as he explores the music and Ihe people
that made the 60's and zrrsceceoes 10 remember.
, AFTER WORK SPECIAL •
May 4. . ... RoIling Stones ".
May 11. . Ralph McDonald
May 16 '. .801
May 25 .Cream , .
. Junel . . David Bowie.
. . Black & Bluo
. The Path
. live
. Fresh Cream
.Young Americans
THE FUTURE: TOWARO THE YEAR 2000 .
leading Iuturlsts hom Ihe local community and around the world present their views
an whal the luturc may be like and how we can influenco paillics. economic,S. the
social sc~ne: and our env~ronmcnl to creale a future we will like. F~lures the
Nalional Radio Network production "Consider lho Aliomativcs" produced In cooper-
alion wilh the Network to Educate for World Secorlly. -
ALL THAT JAZZ
THE Bill SHORTHILL SHOW
Join Bill Shorthill as he brings you a mlKturc 01 Rock. Jazz, Country and Blue~.
Whalla way to bridge lhe gap bel ween Thursday ano Friday.
Friday,
ALBUM SHOW
51arl your wcekend early. Parly down 10 your lavorile music all nlghl long. You jus I
can· I find illike Ihis anywhere else. .
THE MORNING AFTER
Early morning classical programmIng far lhose sensitive times. KBSU understands.
May 1 " .. Beethoven: Sonata NO.2 in G Minor Op. 5
lynn Harrell. cello; James Levine, plano
May· a . Aaron Copland: Billy the Kid IBallel Suite)
leonard Bernstein conductslhe New York Philharmonl.c
May 15 Maurice Andres pctlorms Tomaso Alginoni's Baroque Trumpel Con-
certo In C lor Two Trumpets
May 22 ,. . Mozar!: Concerl No·. 18 in B F~al
Pelor Serkln. plano'- and the English Chamber OrchcSlraconducted by
Alexander Schneider
May 29 . . Liszt: Sonata in B Minor
Janina Fialkowska - piano
'''MEN'S NEWS UPDATE
Womcn'sNews Update is a lwo-parl program presenting news of particular interesl
10 women on both the national and local levels. Pari one is nalional news Itom
Hcrsay news. service pUblished by The Women'~ News InsUtutc. Inc. 01 San Fran~
cisco. California. Pari two pres~nts ne'ws ollo:::al women's organiz3Uons. semInars.
workshops, and activlltes. YOl,; Btc invited 10 scnd yourannouncemenls
. AFTER WORK SPECIAL
May 1 . . Laura Nyro .
.. May 8 , . Margie Adam,
May 15 ' ... ,.George 8enso~ ..
May 22 Woody Gulhrm
May 29 . TonI Brown & Tern Garthwaite.
June 5 Stevic Wonder ..
. .. Chrls'tmas and the Beads 01 Sweat
. Songwriter
.Weekend in L.A
OrigInal Rccording,
. Th'eJay
Music Of My Mind
PARTY JAMI
Turntable down? Just don't have the unscralched album collectIon you used 10 have')
Party down With KBSU - 4 hours 01 gel down parly music With Jim Gonnoud
PARTY JAM II
Moreollhe'same oreal mUSic
Saturday
ALBUM SHOW
When the bars close and you·ra lOOking for a place 10 continue lhat grcat feeling.
turn on wllh KBS,U as we keep 'em smoking,
KBSU'S REGULAR PROGRAMMING
Tllere is nothing regular aboul KBSU's Salurday Une up, LInda Lal. Mark Holden and
Vic lor Pacania.
COUNTRY JAM
A tine blend ol'country and ~estern. counlry rock; folk. swi':!g. blues and bluegrass.
Phone requeSls to 385·3662 during Ih~ program. Hosl Marla l'eggelle.
POTPOURRI
1\ lillie pI this. a lillie of that, bul always Ihe besl In muslcaltasle. Treal your earS"
10 SOm~lhjng speCial with hosllarry Dennis,
IT'8TIll on TlfATIUllI 1M1 DlPI'IMIICI
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KBSU At A Glance 12:00 p.m. KBSU ..... 4:46p.m. AnlmIll n.,. 8:00p.m. alllrOet. 8:00p.m. a .. Date12:30 p.m. Ride...., 5:00p.m. '" IhiI PIdlIk: Intareol 8:00p.m. A ToucIl of Soul 8:00p.m. WOld of tile o.v2:00p.m. WOld of IIlI o.v 5:15p.m~ AAIr W4lll8t*lDl 8:30p.m. En1n1n1llGntCalondet 8:00p.m. All That Jazz 10:00 p.m. s.. DateSunday 4:46p.m. AillmIl Report 6:00p.m. S"De .. 7:00p.m. KISU ..... 8:30p.m. EnlertaInIMnt CaIIndIr 10:00 p.m. Party Jam II
(, 5:JlOp.m. In l1li PIdlIk: Inttnat .:00 jI.m.· W_1n SocIIty 8:00p.m.
7:00p.m. KISUNfwa 10:30 p.m. RldIRIpOI1WOld of IIlIlley 7:30p.m. TIle Futura: T-..1111 V_ 2000 saturday2:OO•• m. InllOl1llllacSpacIal 8:15p.m. AIlIr W4lll SpiocIaI 8:Jl1p.m. T...., ENnlno eonc.t 10:oop:m. SIarOet. 8:00p.m. WOld of lIie Dey , .
'" O:OOLm. fkmdIJ e-1 Hall 6:00p.m. a .. Date 7:00p.m. KBSUNawD 10:00 p.m. Dangrouo MllIIk 10:00 p.m. S .... I• 7:16I1.m. AnImal A4lpact 6:30p.m. En1n1n_ CAIIndar 8:00p.m. WOnI of IIlI o.v 10:3Op.ni. Ride...., 10:30 p.m. RIdeRepl 2:00 •. m. Albuml!llOllll,. .:OO •. m. S .. Date 7:00p.m. KISU ..... ':00 p.m. Clieclca Album fl.",", '2:00p.m. D'1lQI<OU1 Album P"",lew 7:15 •. m. AnImal AIpor14:46p.m. AnI.maIReport 8:00p.m. WOld 01l1li o.v 10:00 p.m. : s .. Oet. Thursday Friday .:OO •• m. a .. ~6:00p.m. a.. Date ":00 p.m. RoctoIogy 10:00 p.m. EcIgII 12:00p.m; KBSUH-.
}, 8:00p.m. All_Ie lleIeIlM 8:00p.m., llocllologyAlbum Prwlew 10:SOp.m. Illdli Rapoct 2:00 •. M. Album Show 12:30 p.m. RIdeRapori':.p.m. Iliand Muatc ' ,0:00p.m. a .. De.. Wednesday
2:00 •. m. Album Show 7:15 •. m. AnlRill n.,. . 4:46p.m. AnIRi1l Report7:00p.m. Ol .... lleluu 10:00 p.m. .... W_A'Oo-Oo 7:00 •. m. e-gyWItdI 8:00 •. m: WOld 0"111 DIy, . 5:oop,m. In !hi PublIc: Intnet• ~j 10:00 p.m. S.. Date 10:. p.1II.. Ride Afport 7:15a.m. Anlmal Rapon O:OO•• m. star De.. 8:00p.m. 5ll1rDele2:00 1.111. 'Album Show 8:OO•• m. Foed Flaallb8cb 10:00 •. m. " .. lind MolecuIee10:30 p.m. Ride...., Tuesday' 7:15Lm. AnIlftIIflaport 8:00 •• m. WOld 01l1li Dey 12:00 p.m. 8:00p.m. C4u!llry c;OoIdfi'10:. p.m. Pl1aonShow KISU .....,;.t
":OO •• m. WOld of thIo.v 8:008.1". 5 .. De.. 12:30 p.m. ' Riden.,. 6:.p,m. Entlllt8lnn!tnt CaIIndIr,. 2:OO•• m. AlIluln Show .:OO •• m. ' StarDate 10:00 a.m. ·Johnn,UaIet: 2:00p.m. WOld of !hi o.v 7:00p.m. KIISUH-.} to' Monday' 7:15a.m. AnImeI Report, 10:OO'.m, Ss-Slory 10:15 •• m. W11c111eWItdI 3:00p.m. wOmen In Soolaty 7:. p.m. , Entartalnlilant calendarI' 8:OOLm. WOld of l1li o.v 11:OO•• m. !'*lW WIIIdl . 10:00 p.m. SlafDete.' 11:OO•• m. Sp8cealory 4:~p.m. Animal n.,.2:OOLm.. AtbumShow • :OO.. m. '''Dele 12:00p;m. KISU ..... 12:00 p.m. KDSUNen 5:00p.m. In1111Pulllle Int... 10:00 p.m. PotPourtt7:11 .. m. AnImal iloIport 10:OO•• m. oIollnIt1 Uater '2:30p.m. n.. flaport 12:30 p.m. Ride...., '5:15p.m. Altet Woltl SpKIa, 10:30 p.m. RideRepon .':OOe;m.· ' WOld 01 till o.v 10:1a.;m. W1ldlll,Wateh 2:00p.m. WOld 0' l1li o.v ,2:00p.m. WOld of l1li Dey 6:oop;m., SllIro. .. , ' Tilt K:8SU.r."I.WOI1</ngNIllIo gl",_
1:00 .. ",. S"OIIIe 11:OO'.m. 8e--SIory 4;4& p.m., . An/IIIlIt n.,. 4:4& p.m. ,""'Rill Report 5:30 p.m. EnIerteJnmMII CAiIndIf .1111...... ,..,. 0' flOOd '''''""u.. ",u'/C. w.
10:00 .. m. ....... 1tIoItculIa 12:OOp.m, KI8UNcIwe ' 5:00 p.m. In l1li PIIbIIc Int«wt 5:00 p.m. _ In lhli Pullllo 'nt«wt 7:00p.lfI. KI8U..... " ".. ........ 10 ",.. 'fOU'.uw",~ •. Ollchll.11.-. EnilraJWeWt 2:00p.m, WIllIII of lIiIt ~ • 5:15 p.m';~WOlll8peo'" 5:15p.m. AAlrWork~ 7:30p.m. . f{ltartalnmant CeIendar. It""" u po.ll1o/eoom_lO.
May 3 .. Beethoven - Symphony No.3 in E Flat Major
Philadelphia Orchestra - Eugene Ormandy
May 10 . Rachmaninoff ~ Plano concerto No.2 in C M'nor
Van Cllbum- RCA Symphony Orchestra- Frilz Heiner
May 17 . Manuel De Falla - Nights in IheGardcns 01 Spain .
Arthur Rubinstein - Philadelphia crcnesue . Eugene Ormandy
• May 24 Tchalkovsky· - Plano Concerto No.1 in B Flat .Minot - Vladimir
Horowitz
May 30 . Bartok· Quartet No.5. Opus 7
Perl armed by the Guarneri Ouarte!
ATLANTIC DATELINE
A weekly news magazine program covennq lopics Irom energy to the envirQnmenllo
:~~~~~nri~~C;lcHO:!lled by veleran anchorman E~ward P. Morg~,:".
Carloila and Paul Rossi allernatc each week In bringing you r)'IIJsic from 1tle Islands:
Jarnaica~ Hawaii. Haill. the Bahamas and more!
BLUES DELUXE
Carlolla bun,gs you lhrce hours 01 everything Irom della 10 femate blues.' a lealured
album at 9:00 p.m .. and the besl In traditional and contemporary blucs artists.
PRISON SHOW .
An hour and a hall's worth 01 mUSIC dedicaled to the inmates at the Idaha S.t8te
PCOIlenllary .
Monday
8:00a.m.
I
5:15p.n.
6:00p.m.
7:00p.m. "
10:00p.m.
2:00a.m.
ALBUM SHOW
Join the KBSU stall Wllh lhe besl 01 whalll'lo music world has la oller. from roc.k 10
comcdy.
KOSU'S REGULAR PROGRAMMING .
ThIS entails a selectIve ml'l( 01 rock. country. new wave and jan. What more could
you ask lor?
AFTER WORK SPECIAL
KBSU presents an album In lIs entirely lor you' enjoyment. Check II oul!
May 7 .. ,Bob James
May 14 . Dave Edmunds
May 21 The WhO
May 28 . Bob Dyl.l0
Jupe 4 . Bruce Coc.kburn
J,IOC 11 Moody ~IU{!S
6:00a.m.
.. . Three
Tracks on Wax"
:By Numbers
. The Freewhcclto' Bob Dylan
Further AdventufCS 01
In SearCh of a Losl Chord
ROCKOlOGY
Yc,ur hasl Karen Wallers prOVides an In·depth look Inlo whafs hi" "}cmng In lhe
:.l·rld {)f rock Plu:; an ,1IbumlealuH!{1 al9 00 D m
MUTANT POP
It1Q newcsl in alternative muslca! sounds-Iealunng Mod. Ska. and Aggres5l'o'f'
[J .....ner? MUSIC. All this with your hosl Andy Smith
3:00p.m.
5:15p.m.
Tuesday
AlBUMSHOW
FI'..lfufCS Iheoo:.llaslc In album musIc. WOIlh slayIng Lp for
AFTER WORK SPECIAL
MayS.
Mily 12
Mi.ly19
M.1y26
Jone2.
8·52·s.
,Mike Ball
BldCk Sabbath
.Ella James
.Elvis Costello
The 8·52'5
Tarot SUlle
ParanOid
Changes
Gel Happy
10:00
6:00p.m.
WOMEN IN SOCIETY
Women in Society. produced by KBSU';" Public Allairs staff. addresses Issues 01
ItlllJortancc 10 women of all ages and backgrounds. Subje<:ts such as the ERA. chil-
(lrt;n. h':!allh care. educallon. careers, and changmg SOCial roles arc presentC'd, The
only mformationalleducaflonal radio program in the Boise Valley which IS dlrecl~d
cllclusively to the unique lnleresis and concerns 01 women
B.B.C. SCIENCE NEWS MAGAZiNE
TUESDAY EVENING CONCERT HALL
EDGES
An exploratIon 01 the new boundaries 01 modern ~uSIC. HoSI' Greg Hill
2:00a.m.
~ 6:00a.m.
6:00p.m.
10:00 p.m.
Wednesday
HOW TO flIlO 111111/
ALBUMSHOW
Rock tocomcd~; alter mIdnight we 'lei it all hang out.
AFTER WORK SPECiALS
May6 UB40.
May 13 The Records
May 20 Jell Lorber Ruslon
May 27 love
JuneJ. Todd RUdQrcn
Junp 10 Pousolle·Dart8and
June 17. . Dave Edmunds.
June 24 Janis' Joplin
OPTIONS IN EDUCATION
Con'" lDP:In! column
I'·• .. .. .. .. ~ ,. •I~ ',.. ',. '~:J~ .I I
eo.1
Signing Olf
The Rccords
SolrSpace
f, The 8esl 01
Somelhing·Anylhing
Amnesia
Gel I!
Pearl
